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MEXICO

Mr. Clausen's Visit to Tabasco - March 2 and 3, 1982

(The Governor of the State of Tabasco, Ing. Rovirosa
Wade (wife Celia) would be receiving Mr. Clausen at
Villahermosa, the state capital. Mr. Rovirosa is -63
years old, understands but does not speak English and

a civil engineer by training. Before joining the
previous administration as Minister for Water Resources,
he was an eminent contractor and president of the
Federation for Construction Industry.

As Secretary of Water Resources he had extensive dealings
with the World Bank. We had made several irrigation
loans and a loan for Mexico City Water Supply during his
ministerial tenure.

Mr. Rovirosa is a popular governor and his six-year term

will be expiring in December 1982. He has shown a great
interest in tackling the development issues of the state

and has had serious disagreements with PEMEX on preservation of

the ecology of his state. His wife Celia is interested
in child health and works with many voluntary organiza-
tions for ensuring basic amenities to the poorer sections
of the population.)

A. Regional Airports Project

1. Mr. Clausen will arrive in Mexico at the Villahermosa, Tabasco,airport,
and the next day will use the Minatitlan, Veracruz,airport. The construction

of these airports was partially financed by a US$25 million loan in 1974 for

six regional airports: Villahermosa, Minatitlan, Poza Rica, Tapachula,
Tuxtla Gutierrez, and Los Mochis. These airports are in operation, except
Los Mochis which will be opened in March 1982.

2. The Bank-financed project supported construction of runways, ramps,
terminals, access roads, aircraft servicing facilities, air traffic control

towers, and aids to navigation. The project upgraded airport capacity in

important regional cities where previous airports were inadequate to handle

the growing volumes of air traffic (15 percent per annum growth) and transport-

category aircraft (the fleet of the two major airlines consists of about 100 DC9,

Boeing 727, and DC10 aircraft).

3. The Government is improving and expanding other regional airports and

has under review the relocation of the Mexico City airport which is overcrowded

and uncomfortably close to densely populated areas. These activities are being

financed by the Government, without Bank support.
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B. State Development Program

4. Mexico as Mr. Clausen knows, hasatradition of overcentralization

;.nQolitical and economic decision making. President Lopez Portillo has
made a conscious effort of decentralzzfiion, and the Presidential candidate
Miguel de la Madrid, as Minister for Programming and Budget, gave strong
support to this program. Tabasco State provides a case study of what can
be achieved by an imaginative and energetic Governor. The state officials
would be making a pre-dinner hreseyta n of eiualize the problems
and their efort supp. ted by the Bank by a study and by a loan.
Both these supports are summarized eow.~

5. The State of Tabasco, located on the Gulf coast in Southeast Mexico,
was traditionally an agriculture and livestock area, one of the main sup liers
of meat to the DF and an important producer of tropical crops, mainly anana ,

asr'an~copra and coa.) With the discovery in 1976 of large oil depost s
in the are~a te state en t~hrough a traumatic shock of demographic, social,
environmental and economic impact. The challenge is of avoiding an oil enclave-
type growth, curbing the distortions caused by the heavy investments of PEMEX,
and disseminating, as widely as possible, the opportunities provided by the
exploitation of oil.

6. In 1979, at the Government's request, the Bank analyzed the effects
of the oil boom on the development of Tabasco. The subsequent report 1/ was
well received at the federal and state levels and the state government has since
made an impressive effort to improve the statistical basis and the institutional
framework for planning activities. The state planning committee (COPLADET) is
one of the most successful of the local planning institutions (COPLADE's),
established in every state in 1979.

The Second Urban Development Project, Loan 1990-ME of August 13, 1981

7. (The Southeast region, including the eracruz, Chiapas and
Tabasco, is one of therareas granted hest priorit y the Mexican Government,
given the strong development potentia of the region and the opportunity to
couple oil activity with the exploitation of other resources of the region.

8. The sudden impact of oil also resulted in an important inflow of
migrants to Villahermosa city and neighboring areas with a subsequent scarcity
of housing and urban related infrastructure. The urban population has been
growing at an annual rate of 7%.

9. The region's potential for development and the mentioned problems prompted
the government to request Bank's assistance for an urban development project
in the Southeast states. The two attached maps explain the main activities
being supported under the Project (IBRD 14902 and 14904).

1/ A copy of the Bank Report "Oil Impact on Regional Development: A Case

Study of the State of Tabasco", along with Mr. Stern's comments, is
available in the folder.
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10. One of the main objectives of this project is to support the federal
Goyrnment's efforts t planning, financial and implementation
responessibiit to states and local iistitutions. In response to this
o~lectf~iie~~~tfliishproject is~ being implemented mainly by local institutions,
some of which were established specifically for the project. Technical assist-
ance is programmed to strengthen the managerial, financial and planning
capabilities of the different agencies. Significant efforts are being made to
improve cost-recovery of the housing and water supply and sewerage services.

11. Th US$164 million loan was approved in May 1981 and became effective
in Januar i982. -

Mexico Division
February 11, 1982
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MEXICO

Agricultural Credit (FIRA) Projects

(On March 3, Mr. Clausen will visit a vegetable oil
factory, wned by about 10,000 producers of copra, near t e city
obFVTllahermosa. This is a plant financed by FIRA, which has
received substantial support from the World Bank, IDB and USAID
since the 1960s. The main objectives of these operations have
been to:

- set up a credit delivery system for Mexican agriculture,
in which the commercial banks (private as well as publicly
owned) take the primary risk of credit operations and
rediscount their loans with FIRA.

So far about 150 commercial banks participate in the program,
annual levels of operations are in the region of US$1,100
million as term credit and US$900 million as credit for
working capital;

- provide adequate incentives to commercial banks to lend to
the rural sector (margins for their operation are adjusted
periodically, and presently range from 2% to 4.5%);

- arrange for technical assistance, particularly to non-
commercial farmers;

- provide crop and livestock insurance facilities; and

- promote formation of groups of smallholders and ejidatarios
who are jointly and severally responsible to service the loans.

Further details on this program are summarized below:

1. The Bank has to date financed, throug gricultural Trust Funds (FIRA),
seven agricultural credit projects in Mexico totalling US$ mil ion o whic
US$660 million have been disbursed. -The overall objectives of the projects have
been to support lending for crop and livestock development and for agro-industries
and credit assistance for low-income farmers.

2. In order to stimulate lending to agriculture and induce greater
participation of the private banks and financial institutions to finance credit
needs of farmers, the Mexican Government established FIRA within the Bank of
Mexico. FIRA is the common name for a group of three trust funds: (a) the
Trust Fund for Crop, Livestock and Poultry Credit (FONDO); (b) the Special
Agricultural Credit Trust Fund for short-term credits (FEFA); and (c) the
Technical Asssistance and Loan Guarantee Trust Fund (FEGA).

Trust Fund for Crop, Livestock and Poultry Credi (FONDO)

3. FONDO was created in 1955 as a trust fund in the Bank of Mexico to
encourage the private banking systems to participate more actively in financing
the credit needs of the agricultural sector. The large differential margin between
the lending rate to farmers and FONDO's discount rate to the participating banks
has permitted higher rates of return on the private banks' invested capital. The
private banks bear the risk of lending and the responsibility for collection, but
their risks are greatly reduced by the development of the FONDO's regional offices
and staff, which, in the past, carried out much of the technical analysis of
prospective sub-borrowers and sub-projects.
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4. Initiated with Government funds, the FONDO originally restricted its
activities principally to short-term'agricultural production credit to finance
annual crop production and upkeep of livestock herds. The FONDO's resources were
later augmented by loans from USAID and the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
and it also began to discount longer term subloans for investments.

5. Since 1965, when FEFA was established, FONDO has rediscounted only
short-term credits for crops, livestock, and agroindustrial production to private
banks.

Special Agricultural Credit Trust Fund (FEFA)

6. The real movement into on-farm development lending occurred only after
1965, when the second trust fund (FEFA) was established within FIRA. This fund
was established to channel foreign loans, such as those from the Bank, with
corresponding counterpart funds in local currency, supplied by the Bank of Mexcio,
for medium- and long-term lending to finance investments in agriculture, livestock,
and agroindustries. During the first seven years of FEFA's operations, funds
channeled through it for agricultural development were on a very modest scale, and
only in 1973 did its annual lending program surpass US$50 million. The Bank played
an important role in the growth of FEFA. It was the executing agency of six Bank
credit projects, the on-going Seventh Credit Project and of credit components in
other Bank-financed projects, totalling US$1,124 million. The Fifth and Sixth Credit
Projects, executed during 1977/80, and the Seventh Credit Project which is now in
process, helped to transform FEFA into the most important lending institution for
agricultural development in Mexico. In addition to Bank loans, FEFA obtained IDB
loans totalling US$164 million, agroindustrial loans from Chase Manhattan Eank
for US$50 million, and from Bank of Montreal for US$150 million.

7. FEFA rediscounts medium- and long-term loans for agricultural livestock
and agroindustries development to both the public and private banks. Total re-
discounts during 1980 amounted to US$1,565 million, and its total outstanding
rediscount portfolio at end-1980 amounted to US$1,445 million. Government equity
in FEFA has been increasing steadily because the principal of external loans from
the Bank and IDB is repaid by the Government and the local currency equivalent,
deposited with the institution at the time of receipt of the external loans, is
accumulated in FEFA as additional equity. Total FEFA equity at end-1980 was
US$605 million. FEFA's lending program for 1981 was US$2,400 million with 55%
designated for lending to low-income producers.

Technical Assistance and Loan Guarantee Trust Fund (FEGA)

8. FEGA was created in 1973 as a trust fund to defray to participating banks
part of the cost of loan evaluation and technical assistance associated with lending
operations to ejidatarios and other low-income farmers (up to 3% of the loan amount
and, in special cases, up to 6%) and to issue guarantees to- private banks for the
recovery of loans to these beneficiaries.

Assistance to Low-income Producers

9. FIRA has established a special program to aid low-income producers; almost
30% of FIRA's past lending program has been channeled to this group. About 35% of
the 1981 lending program (US$2,400 million) was earmarked for the low-income producers.
Additionally, FIRA has supported the low-income producers through externally financed
projects. Under the Fourth Agricultural Credit Project (Loan 910-ME of June 1973),
about 20% of that loan was allocated to low-income farmers. This program was expanded
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under the subsequent Agricultural Credit Projects, in which 47% of on-farm lending
was allocated to low-income producers in the Fifth Project, 33% in the Sixth, and
50% was allocated to this group in the Seventh. FIRA has also been an active
participant in Mexico's Integrated Program for Rural Development (PIDER), which
would benefit some five million poor families in 130 micro-regions. The Bank has
made three loans in support of PIDER, totalling US$405 million, of which US$88 million
was allocated to agricultural credit through FIRA for low-income farmers. Furthermore,
US$11.3 million of the US$56 million loan for the Tropical Agricultural Development,
and US$108 million of the Rainfed Agricultural Development Project loan has been
allocated to credit through FIRA, primarily for low-income producers. In addition,
six loans (US$164 million) from the IDB have included credit through FIRA for low-
income farmers.

Recuperation of Rediscounts

10. FIRA rediscounts are collected automatically from the participating banks
through their accounts with the Bank of Mexico, and FIRA has virtually no overdues.
Periodic reports received from the participating private banks on overdue subloans
rediscounted by FIRA show that they are below 1% of the total outstanding loan
portfolio. On medium- and long-term loans made through BANRURAL and rediscounted
by FIRA, mainly to low-income producers and ejidatarios, overdues are estimated at
10% to 12%.

Organization and Management

11. The Bank of Mexico is the trustee of the Government for the three trust
funds administered as FIRA. Two technical committees, one for FONDO-FEFA and the
other for FEGA, are the governing bodies of the funds. These are composed of
10 members and each is headed by a senior official of the Ministry of Finance.
Other members are the Secretary of, SARH, representatives of the Bank of Mexico,
Banco Nacional de Credito Exterior, ANAGSA, BANRURAL, the Mexican Banker's
Association, and two members appointed by farmers' organizations. FIRA is
managed by a Director, who is the Fiduciary Delegate, and is assisted by a Sub-
Director General and five Sub-Directors (progamming and agricultural credit,
finance,. technical services, regional office systems, administration and control).
Since its inception, FIRA has expanded its organization and has decentralized. It
now has a central office in Mexico City, 9 regional offices, 37 state offices
and 90 local offices. The Bank of Mexico, as trustee, provides FIRA with the
required staffing, office facilities and administrative services.

Training and Demonstraton

12. In addition to its lending activities for agricultural production and
development, FIRA operates training and demonstration farms engaged in applied
agricultural research, production-oriented demonstrations and training activities.
These are strategically located in the zones of major present or potential pro-
duction throughout the country and can be considered as an important complement
to the Government's research and extension services. FIRA also continously
maintains training courses for its own and participating banks' agricultural
technical staff. Additionally, FIRA complements the participating banks in
providing technical assistance to low-income producers, and its technical staff
provides some support in preparing, evaluating and supervising the farm development.

Mexico Division
February 14, 1982
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THE PIDER PROJECTS

1. The PIDER program was established in 1973, with substantial technical

inputs from the Bank, to focus public investment in well-defined regions with

widespread poverty and with unrealized productive potential. PIDER's purpose is

to help increase incomes, employment and living standards of the rural poor

through comprehensive programs of productive support and social infrastructure

investments.

2. The basic programming unit in PIDER is the micro-region. Micro-regions
are areas of one or more contiguous municipalities in which there is a high

degree of poverty and an underutilized productive potential.

3. To date, .on have been established, covering about half

of the nation's rural poor. A typical micro-region has an area of 8,000 sq km,
and a population (mostly rural) of about 13,500.

4. PIDER coordinates investments of the agencies in the micro-regions.

PIDER accounted for an average of about 9.0% of total public investment in the

rural areas during the period of 1977-1980. As of January 1980, PIDER had

invested US$1.6 billion in these micro-regions; 44% was devoted to directly

productive investments, 41% to productive supports, and 15% to social infra-

structure investments.

5. PIDER was among the first programs in Mexico that was based on

multi-year, multi-sectoral development and investmen ns. The Bank has

made three loans for this program. A loan for $ millid was ap roved by
the Bank in May 1975 to ist activities in 30 micro-region IDER YI) A

second loan o $120 millidn ssisting development in 20 micro-regions was

approved in July 197 R II . ER III-for(Q175 milli7on,) was approved

in July 1981. Besides these three loa rom the Bank, IDhas made one loan

($40 million in 1975) and IFAD one loan ($20 million) in support of the

program in Oaxaca in 1978. However, the PIDER program has been largely financed

by government resources. Of late, investments in this program have aggregated
to $1,000 million a year.

6. Under PIDER I and II, micro-region plans were prepared by the

Secretariat of Programming and Budget (SPP) at the federal level, with the

participation of micro-region staff who in turn worked with project beneficiaries

to define priorities and strategies. This centralized approach was necessary

to gain experience in programming and to ensure consistency while building the

institutional capacity in the micro-regions.

7. Over the past three years, the Government has worked with considerable
success to decentralize PIDER planning and execution to the state and local
levels. At the micro-regional level, a development subcommittee, consisting

of mayors, representatives of the rural communities selected by the beneficiaries,-
and technicians of the state and federal implementing agencies, has responsibility

for:

a. short- and medium-term programming for the micro-region;

b. coordination and execution of the investment program; and

c. monitoring of performance, supervision of program oneration,
and beneficiary participation.
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8. At the state level, a rural development subcommittee of the state
economic development committee is responsible for integrating micro-regional
plans into the state level plan and budget and for ensuring consistency with
PIDER's nationwide standards. These committees also serve as fora for
discussion among the various executing agencies, enabling better integration
of work programs and priorities.

9. This new process is being tested in the four states included in the
PIDER III project (Guerrero, Sinaloa, Yucatan and Zacatecas). In those micro-
regions initial response is good, leading to greater community participation
and more integrated efforts of the government agencies.

Bank Experience with PIDER

10. In 1978, the Mexican Government and the World Bank jointly undertook
a mid-term evaluation of the first Bank loan (PIDER I). The report was done
only four years after the beginning of PIDER, before most of the productive
investments had reached full development. Therefore, most of the conclusions
mentioned below are tentative. With the completion of PIDER I, a Project
Completion Report which will assess its physical progress is currently under
preparation. It will provide more solid - and quantitative - evaluation on
PIDER impact.

11. PIDER has achieved an important institutional impact. Most
specifically, PIDER has helped:

a) develop a flexible and efficient method to.fund thousands
of small projects;

b) coordinate, at both the federal and state levels, the
investment activities of numerous executing agencies;

c) strengthen the activities of agencies involved in rural
development; and

d) organize state-level development committees.

12. In general, the components which required least organization of
beneficiaries and coordination among agencies for their operation (e.g., roads,
electrification, schools) or which had short development periods and adequate
technical support (e.g., small-scale irrigation, goat-keeping and bee-keeping)
operated with few problems. Those requiring a high degree of beneficiary
training or cooperative management (e.g,, large livestock, rural industries,
water supply) functioned at a less satisfactory level.

US Perception of the Program

13. There has been a great deal of international interest in the PIDER
Program. President Carter visited and expressed his appreciation of the PIDER
Program and its achievements. Favorable comments have also been made by the
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US Congress. US authorities have been particularly impressed with this rural
development program because of its possible, far-reaching, implications on
migration across the border.

Mr. Clausen's Program

14. The ejidos which Mr. Clausen will visit are located in two areas
of the State of Tabasco: the coastal region, and the Sierra region which
is in the "transition" zone extending from the coast to the mountains. PIDER
started work in these areas in 1975. The Government will select ejidos that
are representative of these regions and will furnish information and data
during the visit.

Attachment: Map

Mexico Division
February 18, 1982
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MEXICO

Tropical Agricultural Development Project

(Mr. Clausen's program includes a visit to Huimanguillo 1/
Station on Wednesday, March 3. This is the site for one
of the six pilot projects being assisted under a $56
million Bank loan for Tropical Agricultural Development
made in April 1978. The project is in support of a pilot
experiment to promote low-cost agricultural development
in the humid tropics of Mexico. Presently 17 million
hectares are under agriculture in the country, 10 million
of which is unirrigated. If the pilot project succeeds--
and indications are it is likely to--the cultivation
could be expanded in about 8 million hectares of high
rainfall areas in the tropics.)

Importance and Challenge of the Tropics

1. Mexico's humid tropical areas comprise 8.3 million ha of arable
lands with medium to high agricultural potential (map IBRD 13209 attached).
Most of this area is used far below its potential and nearly 3.6 million ha
are virtually unused. Mexico's cropped area is currently about 17
million ha, mostly heavily populated and development of the tropics is a
must in a strategy for extending the agricultural frontiers of the country.

2. Agricultural production in the humid tropics is presently characterized
by extensive land use with low yields and a generally low level of farm
management, processing, marketing and agricultural services (extension,
research, credit). Much of the land is also poorly drained and subject to
flooding. As a result, a majority of the rural families are at subsistence
levels. Livestock production both from beef and dual-purpose beef/milk
operations is the most widespread activity. About 7 million head, or about
25% of the national herd, are located in the humid tropics and represent an
important source of supply to the Mexico City market. Corn, beans, and
sugar account for 90% of the cropped area. Average yields are low but
information and experience exists that could be applied to increase yields
significantly. The main constraints for development of intensive agriculture
are: (i) frequent flooding and poor drainage of much of the flat, fertile
soils; (ii) lack of data on many aspects of agricultural production; (iii) lack
of support services, particularly a well integrated extension service;
(iv) generally inefficient farmers' organization and on-farm management; and
(v) unclear land use rights.

l/ Now changed to Tropical Agriculture College in Cardenas (Tabasco),
assisted by the Bank under two loans: Tropical Agriculture and PLANAT.
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The Bank's Contribution

3. Between 1972 and 1975, the Government undertook a major review of
national agricultural and water resources that was financed by the UNDP and
for which the Bank was the executing agency. The conclusions were published
as the National Water Plan Study of 1975. It identified the potential of
tropical agriculture and suggested a development strategy for the humid tropics.

4. Thereafter, a pilot project was prepared with involvement of the Bank
and is being supported by the $56 million loan of April 1978. Progress is
satisfactory. The Mexicans have particularly appreciated the contribution of
the Bank in design of the comparatively low-cost drainage works. The Government
has done a good job of coordinating the several activities (land reforms,
extension services, linkage of research with farm development, delivery of key
inputs and technological package). However, it is still too early to come to
firm conclusion on expansion of the test program to cover the entire potential
area of benefit within the foreseeable future.

The Project

Date of the Loan: September 27, 1978

Project Cost: US$149 million

Loan Amount: US$56 million

Expected Completion Date: December 31, 1983

Project Description:

(i) development of six pilot projects of about 4,000 ha each that
are representative of the tropical lowlands;

(ii) improvement and expansion of agricultural and livestock extension
programs in the tropics; and

(iii) strengthening agricultural extension services in tropics.

Benefits: Direct benefits will go to 3,000 smallholders and cooperative
farmers, the majority of which have incomes below the relative
poverty level in Mexico.

The Huimanguillo Station which Mr. Clausen will visit is directed at adaptive
research for the climate and soil conditions of the region. It provides an
important link between basic research and extension works of the project area.
This station is one of a series of test cases where INIA (crop research agency),
INIP (livestock research agency), INIF (forestry research agency) and agricultural
extension service are all located.

Attached: Map IBRD 13209

Mexico Division
February 16, 1982
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Rainfed Agricultural Development
Program (PLANAT)

(On March 3, Mr. Clausen will visit the Tropical

Agricultural College (CSAT) in Cardenas, Tabasco.
This institution has been expanded to train research

and extension staff for one of Mexico's most
innovative programss--the Rainfed Agricultural
Development Program (PLANAT))

Rainfed Agriculture

Rainfed agriculture, while accounting for about two-thirds of the

cropped area and providing livelihood to 87 percent of all farmers,
contributes less than 50 percent of the value of agricultural output.
Low productivity in the non-irrigated croplands has contributed to
glaring rural poverty, massive rural underemployment and heavy

migration to urban areas.

The low productivity of rainfed zones is in sharp contrast with
the potential of these areas. About 7 million ha (two-thirds of the rainfed
lands cultivated) have good soils and adequate and reliable rainfall 1/ to
support intensive cropping using known technologies. Most of this land is now
planted in maize with an average yield of only 1.4 tons per ha; with adoption
of modern farming methods, it is possible to increase production two- or
three-fold without any real risk of depleting the land resources. Similar
potential exists for increasing production of other crops. A significant
potential also exists for expanding the area under rainfed agriculture. The
Government has estimated that with suitable incentives, the area devoted to
intensive rainfed cropping could be doubled to about 20 million ha.

Government Strategy

The Government recognizes the problems and prospects for strengthening
rainfed agricultural production; it has launched a major initiative--the
Rainfed agricultural districts program (PLANAT). PLANAT is designed to
increase agricultural production through several coordinated actions:

a) Promotion of new farm technologies through strengthened farm
extension services and better linkage with applied research;

b) Increased availability of inputs; hybrid seeds, fertilizer,
credit, machinery; and

c) Provision of necessary rural infrastructure (feeder roads,
small drainage systems, soil conservation works).
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These actions are carried out at the local level through a rainfed
agricultural district--a group of contiguous municipalities in a state--
headed by a district development officer responsible for supervising
extension, research, and other activities of the Secretariat of Agriculture.
The agricultural staff and other development agencies (credit, seeds, and
fertilizers for example) at the district and state level work together
to develop the agricultural potential in unirrigated lands covered by the
program.

Bank Role

The Bank assisted the Mexican officials in the design of the program.
The Bank made a $280 million loan in 1981 to support the strengthening of
the national research and extension program, staff training (such as being
conducted at the College in Cardenas to be visited by Mr. Clausen), and
intensive application of the Rainfed Districts program in 9 of the 124
districts established to date. Three of these districts cover the zone
near Villahermosa and Coatzacoalcos through which Mr. Clausen will travel.

Mexico Division
February 19, 1982



Industrial Ports Program

(The Government has proposed a brief presentation
of their Industrial Ports Development Program
for Mr. Clausen in the afternoon of March 3, 1982;
this note briefly explains the Program.)

Background

1. In 1978, the Government established a unit reporting directly
to the President of Mexico to draw up priorities and general plans for
investments which would be of long-term benefit to the country. This
unit, headed by former Secretary of Finance and Credit, Lic. Moctezuma
(now head of PEMEX), undertook a study of possible investments which
would facilitate decentralization of economic activities from the
Central Highlands to the coastal regions in order to make better
spatial use of Mexico's territory and of its natural resources. It
published a comprehensive report proposing investments in four port
areas to provide the necessary infrastructure for new industrial
development which would attract economic activity to the two coastal
regions.

The Program

2. In general terms, the proposed industrial ports program includes
the following:

(a) at Altamira on the Gulf coast, about 15 km north of Tampico,
an entirely new port is to be developed on about 60 sq. km
of flat, barren terrain adjacent to a straight, sandy coast-
line. Major steel industries, grain import and food
processing facilities, petrochemical and aluminum industries
are expected to be located on this site. Several Mexican
and foreign entrepreneurs have expressed interest in
locating heavy industries near the proposed port;

(b) at Lazaro Cardenas on the Pacific coast, an existing port
at the Las Truchas steel plant is to be expanded to
accommodate food processing and chemical plants, ship
construction and repair facilities, and steel based
industries. The Bank assisted Las Truchas steel-plant
is being expanded to 2.5 m tons capacity, With the
cooperation of Sumitomo metals, a large steel tube
factory is under construction. The Bank's assistance has
been sought for a Foundry/Forge plant for which a Japanese
group will provide equity and loan capital which, with
EXIM Bank of Japan loans, would supplement a Bank loan.
(The Bank is not committed to appraise the project. A
decision would be taken after the final feasibility study
is completed).
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(c) at Laguna de Ostion on the Gulf coast, north of Coatzacoalcos,
an entirely new port is to be constructed in presently unused
swamp and lagoon areas adjacent to the coast for major oil

terminals and petrochemical industries (a visit to this site

on March 3 is included in Mr. Clausen's program); and

(d) at Salina Cruz on the Pacific coast, near an existing general

cargo port, a new oil terminal is to be constructed, and
related industrial facilities are to be accommodated on

coastal lands to be developed nearby. This deep sea port
will significantly reduce cost of shipping oil to Japan.

3. The industrial ports program was endorsed by Government in 1979
and construction of some elements--access-channels, connecting roads,
railroads, water supply, and urban servicess--was begun at the four sites.
The Government estimates that more than US$2.5 billion equivalent would
be required for investments in infrastructure in the four port areas
between 1980 and 1985.

4. The Government and the Bank agreed that the Bank could best
assist the program by participating in, and helping to finance, the

planning and review of pre-investment studies., A $14 million project
preparation loan was made in May 1981. The project provides planning and
management advisory services in program formulation and design, and

includes studies, detailed engineering, and related field and laboratory
work-for the sector as well as individual components of the program, The
proceeds of the loan will be used to finance the services of consultants
and equipment and materials required for their services. The loan would
also finance detailed engineering for subprojects analyzed in the

feasibility studies that prima facie are found to be technically and

economically viable.

Progress

5. Mexican and Bank staff have worked closely in defining the
scope and budget of the required preinvestment work and about 40 percent
of the loan funds have been allocated to specific tasks. A Government
interministerial working group is reviewing the overall program to
identify the areas in which further Bank advice and finance would be
most useful. A number of projects could result from these studies.
While the Bank is not committed to finance any downstream project,
there is a good possibility for a co-financed ports/urban development
project within the next three years.

Mexico Division
February 16, 1982



MEXICO: Discussions with PEMEX on March 3, 1982--
Oil Sector Developments and Issues

(Mr. Clausen has been invited to a luncheon
discussion with PEMEX on March 3. The lunch will
be followed by a quick tour of PEMEX installations
at Coatzacoalcos, Pajaritos, Cangrejera and -
Minatitlan. These include oil refineries and
petrochemical complexes.

Some of the officials likely to be present during
the luncheon discussion are:

The head of PEMEX Lic. Julio Rodolfo MOCTEZUMA Cid
(age 54 years, speaks little English), was the
minister For finance in the earlier years of the
Lopez Portillo Administration. Mr. Moctezuma is a
lawyer by training and has served in several economic
ministries since 1964. He has been instrumental in
developing the Industrial Ports Development program
and replaced Mr. Diaz Serrano as the Director General
of PEMEX in 1981.

Finance Director of PEMEX, Lic. Antonio ENRIQUEZ
SAVIGNAC, is an impressive personality and fluent in
English. Formerly he was head of the tourism develop-
ment organization (FONATUR) and also, for a brief
period, Deputy Minister for Tourism. Immediately
before joining PEMEX in June 1981, he was a director
in the second largest commercial bank of Mexico--BANAMEX.

The planning director Lic. Gilberto ESCOBEDO (speaks
English), is a graduate in economics and has served in
Bank of Mexico and the Ministry for Finance, the latter
as Director General for credit under Moctezuma.

Issues

- A critical issue for Mexico is to determine the
optimum rate of oil exploitation. Mr. Clausen
may wish to probe the PEMEX officials on their
perception of this policy.

- An issue that several Bank reports have raised
relates to the wisdom of the massive ongoing
investments in petrochemicals, at a time when the
global market is not growing fast enough to absorb
all the new production, and Me:ico is short of
capital. While these investments enable fuller
utilization of oil by-products, petrochemical
industries do not generate employment and absorb
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large amounts of scarce resources during the
construction phase.

- Finally, PEMEX perception of the export
prospects for crude oil and natural gas--both
of prices and quantity--would be useful. I
believe PEMEX is reported to be negotiating with US
firms a doubling of their gas purchase contract.

A brief background description on the 'oil' in
Mexico and its location marked on maps follows.)

1. Since 1977, Mexico has become a major oil country; in
October 1931, the state-owned oil company, PEMEX, raised its

proven reserves to 72,000 million barrels, an increase of 25%
over 1980; potential reserves are estimated at 200,000 million
barrels (the figures include oil and natural gas); this puts
Mexico among the top four oil countries in the world (after
Saudi Arabia, USSR and Iran).

2. Domestic production of oil and gas is currently around
3.5 million barrels/day (bbl/day), below technical extraction
capacity, which is estimated at about 5 million bbl/day. About
two-thirds of total production is absorbed by domestic demand;
the rest, about 1.1 - 1.3 million bbl/day, is exported. To

prevent excessive depletion of reserves, as well as in order to
avoid an undesirable degree of dependence on oil, an export
ceiling of 1.5 million bbl/day has been set. The ceiling has
never been reached in practice, and it is unlikely that market
conditions will generate pressures for it to be surpassed in the

immediate future.

3. The expansion of extraction and refining capacity has
been made possible by a massive investment program, which in

1980 accounted for one-third of total public investment. A

substantial pipeline network and several plants for the pro-

duction of basic petrochemicals have been put in place (two maps
attached). Even so, the oil industry is currently facing two
major technical constraints: first, Mexico has traditionally
exported heavy (Maya) and light (Isthmus) crudes in a 50-50 mix;

but recent market developments have called for a higher propor-

tion of the light crude. Availability of light crude may set

the limit to Mexican oil exports at the current prices. Second,

the lack of adequate loading ports has made the use of offshore

loading buoys necessary, with the result that loading operations
are frequently interrupted in bad weather. Both constraints are

having an unfavorable impact on oil exports for the current year

(estimated at $16 billion in 1982), and will directly affect
the current account deficit and the amount of foreign borrowings.
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4. The Mexican economy has become heavily dependent on oil,
although to a lesser extent than other oil-exporting countries.
Oil revenues have made it possible to sustain rapid GDP growth
over the last three years, but they have brought about undesirable
side-effects: first, higher incomes (partly from oil) have
exerted pressure on domestic demands, thus contributing to domestic
inflation; second, high domestic demand and an overvalued currency
have discouraged non-oil exports, which are expected to show zero
growth in 1981-82; third, oil revenues have removed to a large
extent the need for strict fiscal management, allowing the Govern-
ment to sustain a high rate of growth of public expenditures.
Finally, the presence of oil has resulted in subsidization of
domestic oil products, encouraging high energy consumption and new
investments towards oil-intensive activities.

5. The Administration is aware of these problems, and there is
evidence that the President has committed himself to start a reversal
of past trends: thus, investment in the oil sector is to be cut
by 50% in 1982; the public sector deficit for 1982 has been set at
less than the actual deficit for 1981, which represents a 30%
reduction in real terms; finally, the prices of gasoline and diesel
were roughly doubled in December 1981 (gasoline from 2.8 pesos/liter
to 5.0 pesos/liter for regular and from 7 pesos/liter to 10 pesos/liter
for premium; diesel from one peso/liter to 2.5 pesos/liter.

Attachments: 2 maps

Mexico Division
February 16, 1982
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MEXICO: Mr. Clausen's meeting on March 4, 1982,
in Guadalajara, with officials of PAI
(Program for Assistance to Small/Medium
Industry), and with commercial bankers
and entrepreneurs participating in the
Program.

Background

1. Mr. Clausen's visit in Guadalajara will emphasize the Program
for Assistance to Small and Medium Industry (PAI), one of the largest
and most innovative IDF (Industrial Development Finance) projects targeted
at Small- and Medium-Scale Industry (SMI). PAI is one of three IDF programs
in Mexico that have benefitted from seven Bank loans totaling $547 million:

a) PAI - two loans totaling $147 million -

The program includes four components;

(i) Loans for fixed investment and working capital;

(ii) Minority equity investments; V

(iii) Industrial estates and equipment leasing; and

(iv) Technical assistance to enterprises.

b) Industrial Equipment Fund in the Bank of Mexico (FONEI) -
4 loans totaling $360 million. Finances industrial
development projects with export potential or that
substitute priority imports.

c) Small- and Medium-Scale Mining Project - One loan for $40
million. The project provides: (i) medium- and long-term
credit for fixed assets and for developing known ore reserves;
(ii) equipment leasing; (iii) mineral benefication plants to
process mine output from small producers on a contract basis;
and (iv) technical assistance.

2. While the three programs have varying orientations, the Bank
support for them is part of an overall strategy to increase employment
and industrial output through private initiative and by helping to strengthen
the capacity of Mexico's commercial banking system to assist a wider variety
of client. Each program also includes significant measures to encourage
deconcentration of industrial activity from the greater Mexico City urban
area.



Program for Assistance to Small- and
Medium-Scale Industry (PAI)

3. Small and medium industry (SMI) accounts for nearly half of
industrial employment and about 40 percent of industrial value added
in Mexico. Recognizing the importance of small- and medium-scale
enterprises in the economy and the potential of these industries to
contribute to the goals of Mexico's industrial strategy 1/ (namely,
to strengthen the industrial base, produce basic goods, and generate
employment in less-developed areas), NAFINSA established an innovative
assistance program, PAI. PAI is a balanced program consisting of four
components: credit, equity investment, leasing, and technical assistance.

CREDIT r

4. FOGAIN,NAFINSA's Trust Fund for Guarantee and Development of
Medium- and Sma -Scale Industry, rediscounts fixed asset loans made by
commercial banks, and places special emphasis on financing industries
located outside of the greater Mexico City Metropolitan area. Loans to
industry in the Mexico City area are limited to expansion of -existing capacity
and amount to only 10 percent of FOGAIN's activity.

5. In the first half of 1981, FOGAIN financed about US$300 million
in credit for nearly 4,000 enterprises. Lending by sector was as follows:

Sector %

Intermediate Goods 58
Consumer Goods 32
Capital Goods 10

FOGAIN's lending experience has been satisfactory considering the risk
associated with promotion of small enterprises. Latest statistics showY
only 'about 0.5 percent arrears over 90 days.

6. Interest rates for industrial enterprises vary from 20 to 34
percent per annum, depending on the size of the enterprise, the type of
product manufactured, and the location of the plant. Loans are granted at
fixed rates, and the lending rate for new loans is adjusted quarterly in
parallel with the change in the weighted average cost of borrowing by
commercial banks (the ACF index). This adjustment mechanism was introduced
in January 1982 after extensive consultations with the Bank.

7. The adjustment mechanism agreed in 1980, when the most recent PAI
loan was made, called for periodic revision of the lending rate to
reflect changes in the ACF index. The high domestic interest
rates in Mexico pushed up the ACF rapidly, and by April 1981 a sharp increase

1/ Articulated in the National Industrial Development Plan of 1979.
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in lending rates of several percentage points became. necessary. However,
the Government was unable then to adjust the rates and secured Bank's
agreement to freeze the Bank's loan until such time as the increases would
become politically feasible. After prolonged discussions, the lending
rates were increased from the original 14 - 21 percent to 20 - 34
percent in January 1982.

RISK CAPITAL

8. FOMIN, NAFINSA's National Fund for Industrial Development, makes
minority equity investments, or loans convertible into equity, to small
and medium enterprises. FOMIN finance is increasingly being provided
along with FOGAIN term credit to make a substantial and balanced contri-
bution to SMI expansion. FOMIN has been successful in introducing
convertible lending in Mexico; such loans now account for over 20 percent
of FOMIN's operations.

9. FOMIN's portfolio expanded by 57 percent in the 12 months ending
June 30, 1981, to a total of nearly US$30 million representing investment
in 87 enterprises. With growth, FOMIN has strengthened its evaluation
capabilities and has improved the quality of its portfolio. About 80
percent of the portfolio represents investments that are operating
profitably. The balance is represented by firms with operating losses
and firms that have ceased operations mostly among FOMIN's early ventures.
Considering the overall risk associated with small enterprises and the
development goals of FOMIN, the operational results appear to be satisfactory.

INDUSTRIAL ESTATES ( r\0 T P ' k

10. FIDEIN, the Fund for Industrial Estates and Commercial Centers,
develops industrial estates, and constructs factory buildings for lease
or sale. FIDEIN has established 13 industrial estates in 12 states,
promoting decentralization and rational land use and efficient grouping
of industry to take advantage of economies of scale in providing services
and promoting subcontracting.

11. As FIDEIN gains experience in the industrial estates program
it has plans to diversify its operations to include provision of common
services in estates (such as data processing, canteens, repair faciliti
equipment leasing, and to promote small-scale industry in the estates by
subdividing buildings to allow for multiple users.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

12. PAI includes a program of "industrial extension" for SMI's in which
over 100 extension agents perform the following tasks:

a) Promotion and dissemination of information on institutions and
services available to assist SMI.

4 -. V?
1A

V) VA4
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b) Direct Technical Assistance by helping entrepreneurs identify,
study, and resolve the important constraints faced by their
businesses;

c) Referral of entrepreneurs to other specialized institutions
which can provide assistance or training;

d) Training of staff of industries and commercial banks using
short courses and seminars; and

e) Group Action to promote associations of SMI that would cooperate
to exchange information and make joint marketing and purchasing
arrangements.

13. The PAI Program is a blend of assistance--finance, technical
assistance, and infrastructure--to support the development of small and
medium enterprises. The Bank has contributed significantly to the develop-
ment of each agency, the closer integration of their operations, and to
the innovations of subordinated credit and extension.

Mexico Division
February 19, 1982
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Mr. Clausen, Your views On1 role of pirivafe boiss, of p1r11'(C

foreign invesin en!, private bank? financing and co-financing ?

I refuse to divide my world into private vs. public sectors.

Real life of nations is miuch too complex for such a simplification.

Of course there are those who work for progress, and

then there are those who are indifferent. Those that represent

the forces of modernization and those that oppose them.

Your country is a good example of what I am saying. In

the last few days I had a crash course in your programs for rural

and urban development. Your government not only used the money

borrowed from the World Bank, but its own fiscal resources to

finance an impressive array of investments undertaken by private

entrepeneurs and supported also by private banks.

Then, your country has the record of the government

providing the infrastructure and an environment which helped the

private sector to invest and expand the production base. I believe

that in the past several years private investment in Mexico has

been gaining at 15% annually in real terms, a very good record.

This joint effort of public and private enterprise -national as well

as foreign- is most impressive.
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We are passing throu.h a difficult peiod in man's history.

IU !h languagc of i)ickcus, I coid say:

It is the best of Ibmes, it is the worst of times,

It is the age of wisdom, it is the age of darkness,

I/ is the Spring of hope, it is the Winter of dispair.

For the first ei we have access to technology to conquer

hunger, to banish illiteracy and improve the quality of life.

We have a pool of financial and human resources, if fully harnessed,

would help us achieve these lofty objectives. Yet, in real life we

confront factors that militate against a concerted effort in this

direction.

We are passing through an age of budgetary austerity, in

developing as well as developed countries. The pool of aid funds

is just not expanding globally, and, I have the impression, that no

amount of rhetoric is going to change this picture over the short-

term.

Therefore, purely as a practical course, I have suggested

that we take action on several points simultaneously. One. We have

to keep on explaining the case for sof aid for the poorest. Two. We

have to mobiliz e as much private lr-fia:' resources for financing

developmen is possible - and your country' has been doing this rather

successfully. Finally, to the extent feasible, we encourag(e the
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grivale business cmnuinity to play a constritcive roc infomculing

growt.h wi41h eqitilyv.



DRAFT

IPA/LAC

Arrival Statement in Mexico by Mr. A. W. Clausen

President of the World Bank

It is a great pleasure for me to have Mexico as the starting

point of my first trip through Latin America as President of The World

Bank. After visiting your country I will proceed to Colombia and

Brazil. Since I accepted the invitation, extended several months ago

by President Lopez Portillo and Mr. David Ibarra, to visit Mexico,

I have awaited this opportunity to thank you all for your kind

hospitality.

May I say that it is a particular honor to arrive here at

the airport of Villahermosa, which was completed in 1979 as part of a

project, financed in part by the World Bank, that included

construction of a total of six regional airports in Mexico.

During the past three decades, Mexico has evolved from a

basic dependence on agriculture and mining to a more balanced

industrial economy. The World Bank is proud to have been associated

with these development efforts.

Mexico is among the countries that are industrializing very

rapidly. Together with them, 'Mexico is carving out an enlarged share

of 4 world trade, investment, and total output. At the same time,

the Mexican presence has been felt in the international fora.

The main objectives of World Bank lending in Mexico have

been to support policies and progrars O-sustain the moment m of

economic growth and to achieve a wider distribution of benefits.



The World Bank and its private-sector affiliate, the

International Finance Corporation, have made loans and investments

totaling about $6 billion for some 94 projects in Mexico.

Initially, Bank lending was concentrated on three vital

sectors--agriculture, electric power, and transportation. Recently

the Bank has supported projects of high social priority, promoted

higher levels of employment and production, and helped decentralize

economic activity.

Almost half of Bank lending to Mexico has been for

agriculture and rural development, with a total of 24 loans for $2.4

billion. The Bank has also assisted projects in the power,

transportation, industry, water supply, tourism and urban development

sectors. In addition, IFC has assisted a wide variety of private

industrial enterprises all over the country.

We in the Bank are ready to continue supporting the efforts

of the Mexican people to achieve better standards of living.

During my visit here, I will meet your President ministers,

senior government officials and other leaders of business and

industry. I will visit development project sites to see, at first

hand, your achievements, and to have a better idea of the prospects

for further development.

I thank you for your kind welcome, and look forward

to learning more about your beautiful country.
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MEXICO: Meeting with Bankers - March 5, 1982

1. Mr. Clausen has been invited to a lunch with bankers, about
10-12 are likely to be present, but their names are not yet known.

2. Mexico has a well developed banking system, which has been
closely guided by the Bank of Mexico and the Ministry of Finance.
Over the past five years, consolidation of specialized banks into
"multipurpose" banks has taken place. The Mexican banks have done
a remarkable lob of mobilizing domestic savings. 'ank deposits have
steadily grown and private savings inthercent years have been
equivalent to 22-25% of GDP, a performance comparable to some of the
best as in Japan.

3. Some of the largest private banks are: Bancomer, Banamex,
SERFIN and Comermex.

4. The Mexican banks have also played an important role of providing
foreign currency financing to its growing manufacturing enterprises,
and the private foreign borrowings, mostly through private or mixed
banks,is conservatively estimated at $15 billion. Servicing of this
substantial foreign debt after the February 18 slide of the Peso must
be posing a major problem to the intermediary banks. In 1976/77, the
Government of Mexico had to intervene, with a special loan fund, to
avoid default on private loans.

5. - As explained in the background note, about one-half of the Bank's
portfolio in Mexico relates to credit projects. Participation of
commercial banks--private as well as publicly owned--is essential for
success of these programs. The larger of the private banks (para. 3)
participate in the credit programs of FONEI (for the export oriented
industries), FIRA (for agricultural investment), PAI (for investment in
smaller enterprises). These banks take the primary credit risk of the
clients, and rediscount their loan portfolios with the relevant trust
fund of the Bank of Mexico, or NAFIN. Improvement of the services the
commercial banks provide to their clients, by way of technical assistance
and credit, has been one of the primary objectives of the trust funds.
Mr. Clausen may wish to encourage the private bankers to ffer suggestions
on further improvement of these programs.

6. The other points for discussion are:

- the bankers' perception of the Mexican economy;
- of Government policies of mobilizing savings (fixing deposit rates)

and resource allocation (reserve requirements);
- their forecast of the future of the economy, particularly of

growth and employment;
- their interest in co-financing (in Mexico as well as abroad).

Mexico Division
February 22, 1982



Statement of Mr. A. V. Clausen

I am very pleased to have been able to accept the

invitation of your Government extended about six months ago to

visit your beautiful country. I have been to the States of Tabasco,

Veracruz and Jalisco. I had an opportunity to observe the

exceedingly challenging task of promoting rural development,

creatingk jobs in small and medium industries, in stimulating

agricultural pioduc tion, not to speak of the v ery inip-essive

achievements of Pemex. I have been only three days in your

country and whatever I have seen has impressed me greatly. The

people and the Government of Mexico have made an exceedingly

good use of the resources borrowed from the World Bank.

The first loan to Mexico was made in 1949. Over

these 32 years, about dollar 6 billion have been loaned by the

World B'ank and its private sector affiliate the International Finance

Corporation. Of this the largest share has gone to Agriculture

andtILural development projects; over dollar 2.3 billion. Over

half of the Bank lending t Mexico has come during the last five

years in support of Mexico's priority development goals of greater

employment, higher and more equitable distribution of incomes

and better economic efficiency. I am pleased at the long standing

and close relationship between Mexico and the Bank and pleased

that the Bank has been able to respond to your needs and priorities.
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The Mexican Government has emphasized a number of

priority areas for aktion, one of the most important is the creation

jobs the most basic of human rights. Others equally important

include the development of Mexico's vast agricultural potential,

improve conditions in th rural areas),de concentration of economic

activities from the large utban conglomerates, improved and

universal education and job -training ecentralization of administration

with responsibilities increasingly bein4 shifted to the States,

diversification of Mexico's exports, controlled development of

Mexico's vast oil reserves, and the wider participation of all

Mexicans in the development process. I applaud your Government

for placing, priority on such important areas and pledge the continued

support of the World Bank in assisting these goals.

Over the last forty years, Mexico's economic growth

has been remarkable -about 6% per annum-. This has allowed

the economy to absorb a rapidly growing labour force, especially

during the past five years. I have every confidence in Mexico 's

capability to maintain its vigourous development in the long term.

Although challenging, the future is a bright one. I recognize that

yoti econiom. is passing Ihrough a dificullt phase at this time.

But I have been greally impressed by the policies adopted to adjust

the course of your economy. These are sometimes hard and

difficall policies. llowever, in a fei moths time, with the discipline

of all the sectors of your society, and the close cooperation of

business, labour and the government, I am confident that Mexico
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will be able to resume ils longr-/erm igrowlh.

I am please d and encouraged by the excellent quality

of your economic managers. I have had an opportunity to meet

with your President, Ministers for Finance, Programming and

Budget and Agriculture. I have also met with the Governor of

the Central Bank, the head of Nacional Financiera, and several

leaders of your industrial and banking communities. All these

discussions have further reinforced my confidence in and respect

for the leaders of your country.

It has been a pleasure for my Institution to be associated

with your development efforts. I look forward to the continued

collaboration of the Bank with Mexico during the challenging years

ahead to continue support for your important development goals.

March 5, 1982
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MEXICO: Meeting with Private Industrialists - March 4, 1982

1. Mr. Clausen has been invited to a luncheon meeting with
about ten top industrialists of Mexico. Recently the largest
conglomerate, the Alfa group, had to be bailed out by a Mex$18
billion Government assistance and this has led the leftist
politicians and Cambridge influenced academicians to press for
greater role of the state in managing the economy. The Japanese
industrial model, with historical restrictions on private foreign
investments and 'window guidance' from the Central Bank, is a
popular theme touted by this group. However, the Government has
been more pragmatic and private investment has been expanding at an
annual rate of 15% (in real terms). Private foreign investment
also has been increasing spectacularly (estimated at $1.6 billion
in 1980, followed by $3 billion in 1981). Moreover, the private
sector's foreign borrowings are put at around $15 billion. 1/

2. The meeting could be an occasion to probe the industrialists'
perception of the economy. What role they see for themselves in this
expanding economy? Whata-e the major Government policy issues of
their concern? The Mexican industrialists have not been as export minded
as the Brazilians or Koreans, the views of the industrialists on
non-oil export possibilities would also be interesting. -

3. In most developing countries, and Mexico is no exception,
one is caught between a dynamic private sector with little social
sensitivity and a growing public sector with little concern for
efficiency. A probe on how the industrialists see the social
problems--of poverty, of income disparities--and unemployment could
be useful.

1/ The February 18 devaluation will cause the assets, as well as
foreign debts of the enterprises expressed in peso, to increase
sharply. Debt service in the short term will cause hardship and
is likely to be a subject of discussion.

Mexico Division
February 18, 1982



MEXICO: Meeting with Mr. David Ibarra, Governor
of the Bank of Mexico and the senior
members of the Financial Team- Thursday,

March 4, 1982

(Likely participants:

From the Ministry of Finance:

Messrs. David Ibarra,
Jesus Silva Herzog, Deputy Minister of Finance
Oscar Levin, Director General of Credit
Salvador Arriola, Director General, Int'l. Relations
and their aides

From the Bank of Mexico:

Messrs. Gustavo Romero Kolbeck
Alfredo Phillips, General Manager, Int'l. Relations

and their aides

* From Nacional Financiera (NAFIN)

Messrs. Jorge Espinosa de los Reyes, Director General
Alfonso Garcia Macias, Deputy Director General

* From National Bank of Public Works (BANOBRAS)

Dr. Octavio Hernandez, Director General
Mr. Carlos Martinez Ulloa, Deputy Director General

* From National Fisheries Bank (BANPESCA)

Mr. Alfonso Cebreros, Director General

* - Institutions designated by the Government to borrow
from the Bank and the IDB. The Bank has so far
made 66 loans ($5,218 m) to NAFIN, 6 loans ($616 m)
to BANOBRAS, and 1 loan ($14 m) to BANPESCA.)

1. Please see the notes for meetings with President Jose Lopez
Portillo and candidate Miguel de la Madrid respectively. Many of
the issues are likely to overlap in these three meetings.

2. Mr. Ardito Barletta met the Finance Minister and the Governor
of the Central Bank on February 2, 1982. He explained the circumstances
requiring front-end fee, the policy on graduation as approved by
the Executive Directors and assured them of the Bank's goodwill
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and cooperation as implicit in our program for loans (about
$2,900 million in loans on 31 projects in the five-year
period FYs 82-86) and economic studies. The Mexican officials
explained the recent measures they have taken to curb deficits
of the budget and balance of payments.

Issues that Mexican officials may raise

3. Clarification of the graduation policy as it affects Mexico: 1/

GNP per capita in Mexico is $2,130 (Bank's paper "Graduation from
the Bank, dated January 6, 1982). The peso is over-valued, the
Mexicans recognize this and indicated a policy of accelerated
float: of 18-20% a year. With adjustment .of the exchange rate
and anticipated deceleration of growth (down from 7.5% in 1981 to
6%, possibly less, in the coming years), Mexico is likely to reach
the $1,000 (1970 dollars) GNP per capita benchmark towards the
latter part of this decade. Therefore immediate graduation is not
the issue, the problem is one of rationing the Bank's resources at
a time of overall shortages faced by IDA and the Bank.

4. The approved five-year (FYs 82-86) lending program for
for $2,900 million. 'Ihis leads to an annual average of

$580 millio)n which is below the expectati n of Mexican officials.
DurinTfh-e~~Annual Meeting, the Delegation hd sougmillion

a year in real terms; Mr. Clausen had stated that a lending relation
of $600-650 million (in nominal terms) a year would be maintained.

5. Mr. Ibarra recently stated to Mr. Ardito Barletta that Mexico
and the Bank together have initiated several pioneering programs
(rural development, employment creating small/medium industries,
programs for orderly growth of urban areas) and in Mexico the Bank
could usefully expand such areas of cooperation. He may raise some
of these points with Mr. Clausen.

6. Mr. Clausen may wish to reassure the Finance Minister of the
Bank's continued interest in Mexico. We are processing several of
their priority projects--the capital goods projects, pollution control
program, support for rainfed as well as irrigated agriculture, agricultural
marketing, urban development, water supply and possibly transoort infrastructure.
Should the Government continue its imaginative co-financing efforts,
the Bank's lending program would go a long way in establishing pilot
programs which the Government could expand with their own and
resources borrowed from the market.

7. Impressions of the field visits: The officials would be
interested in hearing from Mr. Clausen his impressions of the field
visits (covering some agriculture, rural and urban development and
industrial credit programs).

1/ With the devaluation of February 18, Mexico has moved further away
from the graduation benchmark.
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Issues Mr. Clausen may wish to raise

8. Mr. Clausen may wish to express his appreciation for

- completion of the legislative arrangements for Mexico
to join IDA 6 as donor ($20 m) and the annual grants
to CGIAR ($0.5 m in 1980, $1 m in 1981);

- offers of assistance tocCe-ntral Americatand Caribbean
countries with soft loans under ihe Sdu'Jose Agreement
(up to $350 m a year);

- increases of the domestic prices for gasoline and diesel;

- increases in lending rates on agricultural and
industrial credits (from 14-22 percent to 20-34 percent);
hoping that realistic adjustments would be done periodically
in the future;

- the new ing the peso (without intervention
of the Bank of Mexico) is a bold step to be commended.

9. He may request Mr. Ibarra to repeat the co-financing arrangement
of 1982 ($500 million borrowed from the market in January to complement the
Bank resources in financing projects) next year. Also to encourage project
specific co-financing to the maximum extent possible: Capital Goods Credit
Project (FY82), Foundry Forge (FY83) and Fisheries (FY83) should be good
candidates.

10. Management of the Economy: President Lopez Portillo has all
along indicated a strong commitment against letting Mexico become a
classical oil producing country. After a promising start in 1977, the Mexican
economy today has become over dependent on oil. It accounts for 70% of
its exports and 8% ofGovernment revenues.

11. Oil has made Mexico attractive to private bankers and they have
loaned it over $50 billion; foreign debt is presently equivalent to 30%
of the GDP and in 1981 debt service payments were eouivalent to 43% of

export earning. (16n-oil exports ave been declining in real terms,
hopeful lywiththe new exchange rate policy the trend will be reversed.

12. Expecting large PEMEX surpluses, the public 'investment has
been expanding at 15% a year (in real terms), the Government launched
a large welfare program and programs of extensive subsidies to consumers
as well as to investors. As a result, in 1981 when oil exports fell below
expectations (actual of $15.4 billion compared to anticipated $19 billion),

the public deficit soared to $30 billion, or 14% of GDP equivalent, leading
to inflationary pressures and unusually large deficit of balance of

payments (equivalent to 8% of GDP).
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13. From February 18 the Bank of Mexico suspended its support for
the peso and there is no stated commitment for a new parity. The peso
is presently being traded around 38 to a dollar (on February 17 it was
Mex$26.91 = 1 US$). The Government's new economic policy package is being

studied and a separate note would be submitted to Mr. Clausen prior to
his departure for Mexico.

14. Stricter fiscal management and a more flexible exchange rate
policy were measures overdue. Mr. Clausen may wish to advise Mr. Ibarra,
that now that these politically unpopular policies have been adopted, it
would be opportune to move on the remaining issues that have been the
subject of discussion between the Bank and the Government:

(a) Reduction of protection to domestic industry. With the
new exchange rate policy, Mexico can afford to reduce
quantitative restrictions and tariffs on imports.
Besides stimulating efficient import substitution industries
(as for capital goods), such a course should help the
Government reduce inflationary pressures.

(b) Promoting investments in production of goods and services
for export. Mexican manufactured products, as well as
agricultural produce, are of high quality, but their
exports were hampered in recent years by inadequate profit
margins. Now, with the expected slow down of the economy,
domestic demand will be less and with suitable support---
through a policy package and investment funds--the non-
oil exports could once again become buoyant. We should
encourage the Government to adopt non-traditional exports
promotion policies (including appropriate financinq and
tax incentives) that -ie could support in the next
industrial and agricultural credit projects.

(c) Consideration of measures for reduction of subsidies
in the economy deserve very high priority. The analysis
of subsidies and the efforts made so far by the Government
to make those explicit are commendable. The next
logical step should be to reduce and rationalize them,
retaining only the essential ones and in a form that could
be supervised effectively. The Government could set
annual targets for phased reduction of the subsidies

(in 1981 equivalent to 13% of GDP) through adjustment of
prices of publicly produced goods and services, by allowing

the interest rates (of Government supported loans) to
approach the market level and tightening administration
of some of the welfare expenditures (such as on COPLAMAR,
programs for the marginal areas and the SAM programs).
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15. Poverty, unemployment and income inequality will continue to be
critical issues requiring Government's attention. Solutions to these
require a long-term strategy based on economic pricing of factors of
production to favor labor intensive against capital intensive projects
(therefore linking wages to labor productivity and having positive interest
rates in real terms). Mr. Clausen may wish to inform Mr. Ibarra that the
Bank, as in the recent years, will be ready to assist priority projects
tlet -address to these issues (examples: support for rainfed agriculture,
rural development, job creating small industries and well targeted agriculture
credit projects).

16. Economic and Sector Work Program: Mr. Clausen would recall
Mr. Ibarra's letter during the Annual Meeting,- expressing appreciation
for the Bank's technical assistance. Mr. Ibarra may be interested to know
that presently (a) we are completing an agriculture sector report, which
we propose to discuss with the Government in the coming weeks, (b) draft
of the Chiapas regional study has been presented to the Government, (c)
an industrial sector analysis mission has just completed its visit to
Mexico, (d) analysis of investments in industrial ports is progressing in
conjunction with implementation of the ongoing Industrial Ports Preparation
loan, and (e) highway sector policy issues are being analyzed jointly by
Government and Bank officials as a part of theongoing Highway Sector loan.
(Please see the attached sheet for scope and status of these studies).

Attachment

Mexico Division
February 18/24, 1982



Ongoing Sector Studies

1. Chiapas: A depressed state, bordering Guatemala, has a large

indigenous population (about 35% of the total). It also has large

unexploited natural resources (energy, forest, agriculture, fisheries,
and tourism). Given the importance of integrating this group in the

mainstream of the economy and to stimulate growth, the Government

invited the Bank to participate with its officials in preparing a
growth strategy and development program. The draft report is being

reviewed in the Bank and by the Government.

2. Industrial Ports: The Bank made a loan ($14 million) in
March 1981 to prepare investment programs for the industrial ports.

Since then officials of the Government and the Bank staff have been

jointly working on preparation of least-cost solutions for this important

development program, which are estimated to cost about $20 billion over

the decade.

3. Highway Sector Policies: This policy dialogue has centered on

four topics: (a) road user charges and fuel prices; (b) truck axle

weight control; (c) road transport regulations; and (d) intermodal

movement of cargo. This dialogue is being carried in the course of

supervising a highway sector loan ($120 million of March 1979).

4. Agricultural Fector Mission: An agricultural sector mission

visited Mexico on October 26-November 20, 1981. Its main purpose was

to examine the sector's performance in terms of production, productivity

and resource use, concentrating on four major issues: (a) Pricing
policies for farm inputs and products; (b) supply and distribution

mechanism; (c) incidence and effectiveness of the agricultural subsidy

system; and (d) efficiency of the grain marketing system. The findings
of the mission will be discussed in March 1982.

5. Industrial Sector Study: Reflecting the importance of Bank's

policy dialogue with the Mexican authorities, an industrial sector

mission recently completed its field work (February 2-20), assessing
the main achievements of the current administration. The mission

focussed on three areas which have been given priority by Mexican

authorities as well as by the Bank's own economic reporting. These are:

(a) the expansion of exports of manufactured products, (b) the generation

of employment opportunities directly within the sector and indirectly

within other sectors, and (c) the acceleration of industrial decentralization

to improve the spatial distribution of the population. The mission's

findings regarding possible adjustments and modifications to the present

policy framework are to be discussed with government officials in

May/June 1982.
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6. Metropolitan Deconcentration Sector Study: Mexico City
metropolitan area has a population of about 15 million and is racing
towards becoming the world's largest urban conglomerate. 42% of the
GDP originates in the Federal District. Its growth is becoming almost
unmanageable, though halting its growth is impossible given the sheer
momentum of its natural increase.

The Government strategy to deal with the situation has three
components: (a) promotion of growth poles along with the two coasts
(Mr. Clausen will be explained the Industrial Ports program on March 3),
(b) promotion of more than a dozen medium-sized cities in the country,
and (c) deconcentration of economic activities in the metropolitan
area and promotion of orderly growth of cities in the adjoining states
(Mexico, Morelos, Puebla, Tlaxcala, Hidalgo, possibly also Queretaro).

A Bank mission is currently in Mexico, studying the last of
the above strategies. A long-term program is under preparation by the
Metropolitan Area Conurbation Commission, and will be assisted by this
study as also by an engineering loan (of $15 million, scheduled for
July 1982).



MEXICO: Meeting with President Jose Lopez Portillo,
March 5, 1982 - 10:00-11:00 a.m.

1. President Lopez Portillo has earmarked an hour for his
meeting with Mr. Clausen, a period he generally reserves for
important Heads of State. As President of Mexico, this will be
his fourth meeting with the President of the Bank, which he admires
and in which he has taken much personal interest.

2. Lopez Portillo's term will be expiring in December 1982.
But because of his personality and international prestige, he is
likely to remain an elder statesman, somewhat like Pearson (of
Canada), Willy Brandt or Ted Heath. He could be an important
supporter for the Bank and its ideals. Therefore, at the cost of
brevity, this briefing paper explains the background of Bank's
relations with him and suggests an approach for consideration of
Mr. Clausen.

Background

3. Before becoming the President of Mexico, Lopez Portillo dealt
with the Bank as its Governor, and before that as the head of CFE
(Comision Federal Electricidad). Soon after assuming office he
visited USA and held a meeting with the Bank's president, which he
described to 'New York Times' as a highlight of his February 1977
trip to Washington.

4. Mr. McNamara discussed with him the basic structural problems
of Mexico--of poverty, demographic explosion, unemployment, over-
concentration of economic activities in the resource poor central
highlands--and offered Bank's assistance in resolving them. Mexico
faces problems of distribution of wealth, maintenance of income
and channelling its income into the surest and most equitable develop-
ment plan. Lopez Portillc instructed his Cabinet members to seek the
Bank's assistance in preparing programs that lead to growth with
equity and creation of jobs. We found mutually acceptable and bene-
ficial programs and projects that have resulted in more than doubling
the Bank's portfolio in Mexico from about $2.4 billion in 1976 to
$5.2 billion now. Twenty-six projects with loans of $2,830 million
were approved during his Presidency. While these amounts are large
by Bank standards, relatively speaking we have been a less important

source of financial resources for Mexico. Less than 6% of its foreign
debt has been contracted from the Bank.

5. In 1978, Lopez Portillo sent a team of senior officials to
study the Bank's global experience in dealing with the issues of rural

and urban poverty and unemployment. When confronted with some critical

bottlenecks -to Mexico's growth process, he sought Bank's advice. We
responded with advice as well as loans for modernizing the Railways,
improving the highway network and for training middle-level technicians

(the last during Mr. Clausen's Presidency). In addition, he has held
lengthy sessions with Bank staff to discuss issues such as
the rate of oil exploitation, public investment mix.
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6. In parallel, the US Government and the Congress noted the
potential relief to immigration as well as opportunities to trade,
that economic and social development in Mexico would provide.
Their Executive Directors gave strong support to Mexican loans.
Also some senior U.S. officials (Hormatz, Bergsten and Ed Fried
among them) discussed with the staff details of the PIDER and other
employment creation programs and encouraged us on them.- There was
an identity of interest of Mexico, the Bank and its largest share-
holder in most of the loans we made in this period (1977-1981).

Strategy for the Meeting

7. Our strategy is suggested to be as one that reinforces Lopez
Portillo's faith in the institution and then to explore with him
what we could jointly do in facing the real economic challenges
in the world of the eighties.

8. The task is formidable in an era of budgetary restraints in
most of the donor countries. Lopez Portillo is pragmatic enough to.
comprehend the reality of the issues and will cooperate with
Mr. Clausen on several of his key points, namely:

- the poorest (sub-Sahara Africa a major region among them)
deserve high priority in global assistance efforts,

- agriculture and energy development programs are of high
priority (both figure prominently in Lopez Portillo's
domestic programs as well as in his calls to the world
community),

- maximum possible use should be made of the resources
of the commercial banks (Mexico has been in the forefront
in this),

- private investments have an important role in promoting
economic growth, and in most countries such as Mexico,
a choice between the private and the public sector has
not been the issue, rather the appropriate mix that leads
to most efficient use of resources has been a subject of
discussion. (Private foreign investment has steadily
increased in Mexico during his Administration, reaching
$3 billion in 1981.)

9. However, President Lopez Portillo as well as his Cabinet
colleagues, are likely to suggest that Mexico needs the Bank in a
critical period of its growth process. Mexico has the absorptive
capacity and has demonstrated its ability to use the loans wisely.
The President is not wedded to any specific numbers, but is likely
to express an interest in continued, possibly expanded, partnership
until such times as the sub-Saharan countries reach the capability
of absorbing substantial Bank resources. The approved 5-year
(FYs82-86) lending program for Mexico is $2,900 million, or $8.50
per capita per annum.
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Suggested Points

10. Mr. Clausen may wish to compliment the President on the
achievements of his Administration: high growth, success of the
family planning program, spectacular growth of the oil sector, the
absorption of new entrants to the labor force (again an unprecedented
3.7% or about 500,000 a year).

11. President may be thanked for the Mexican contributions to
IDA-6 ($20 m), expectations of support for IDA-7, and to CGIAR
(grants of $0.50 m in 1980 and $1 million in 1981).

12. You should raise with President Lopez Portillo the possibility
of his speaking directly to the Heads of State it(-ermn
and Prime A thereby joining a
number of leaders from the developing countries such as Houpouet-Boigny
(Ivory Coast), Diouf (Senegal), Moi (Kenya), Shagari (Nigeria),
Senghor (ex-President of Senegal), Gandhi (India), who are also prepared
to take up this matter directly with these countries. President Lopez
Portillo's position as the host of the Cancun meeting where the IDA
issue was raised and discussed puts him in a key position to play a very
influential role in this matter. There is a strong feeling amongst the
developing countries that the Euro ean countries Japa and Ca,
sho e U. S. lead in rephasin their contributions.

13. There are three points in particular that President Lopez Portillo
may wish to make to his counterparts:

i) this is a time of severe economic and financial crisis for
the poorest countries in Africa and Asia with IDA as a
very important source of funding for them. Major shortfalls
in IDA resources could have disastrous consequences for a
number of these countries;

ii) the prospects could be for further delays in the U. S.
legislation and therefore of shortfalls in IDA resources
and the linkage of non-U.S. contributions to the United
States could result in further and more severe cuts in
IDA commitments in FY83 and FY84;

iii) there is ,a growing feeling i the developing countries
that other major donors may be usingdeys ijn U_. S
legislative action as an excuse for reducin the level
of their own commitments.

14. Lopez Portillo's initiative in earmarking 30% of the oil
exports to erican and Caribbean countries as soft loans
deserves appreciation. (About $350 m a year could be the Mexican
aid at terms up to years at 2% p.a.)
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15. His Administration has taken some hard, but overdue, decisions
of letting the peso float without Bank of Mexico intervention, of more
than doublin rices f and diesel, and increasing lending
rates under Gover mnt credit programs to farmers and industrialists
substantially (by 7 to 13 percentage points in one step). This momentum
for economic reforms should continue, with strict fiscal management,
greater exposure of the domestic industry to competition, and measures
to promote non-oil exports. 1/

16. His Government agreed to Mr. Clausen's request r co-financing
and has borrowed $500 million to provide complementary resources for
Bank-assisted projects. We expect such co-financing to be continued.

17. He may be reminded of the importance of sound, high-priority
and carefully managed investments especially during a period of
budgetary restraints adopted by his Government. Subsidies have been
made explicit, and now the Government has entered fenext phase of
triMMing and rationalizing them. The Bank would be willing to provide
its professional, analytical services, in this direction. Our preliminary
enquiries suggest that the social and production objectives of the
Government could be met with much less of Government subsidies.

18. President Lopez Portillo may raise the complexities of the
Central American problem, and invite Mr. Clausen to present his views
on the possible solution. (Mr. Clausen would recall that the Bank
has agreed to work on the aid coordination group being chaired by
the Inter-American Development Bank.)

19. Finally, if time permits, Mr. Clausen may inform President Lopez
Portillo of the follow-up action taken on the several requests he had
made to our President during his 1979 visit. These are:

- support for rural development, through the PIDER
loan ($175 million in July 1981)

- Urban Development Loan ($164 million in May 1981)

- Industrial Ports Studies loan ($14 million, March 1981)

- Regional and economic studies

We are generally satisfied the implementatio of these, and other,
programs. Also, xw areceurrently processing loans in support of
capital goods industries, and pollution control, both of much interest
to the President.

1/ More details are provided in the briefings for the meetings with
Messrs.-David Ibarra and Miguel de la Madrid.

Devbrat Dutt
Mexico Division
February 18, 1982



MEXICO: Meeting with Mr. Ramon Aguirre, Minister for

Programming and Budget (SPP), March 5, 1982

1. The SPP is responsible for: (a) formulation of long-term

development strategy, (b) annual budget and public expenditure

program, (c) evaluation of development projects, (d) implementation

of federal assistance programs to states, including of the 'PIDER'

rural development program, and (e) along with the Ministry of Public

Works and Human Settlements, strategy for regional and urban development.

2. _SP-(through NAFIN) has borrowing relations with the Bank for the

A'E-R loansgMk. Clausen will be visiting some PIDER villages on

March'.~

3. SPP is responsible for counterpart funding of all Bank assisted

projects.

4. Besides sharing impressions of his visit to the Bank assisted

projects, Mr. Clausen may raise the issues summarized below:

- the SPP ideas of the stabilization program and the economic

policy package in the making;

- in terms of Peso, the foreign debt service payments will need

a sharp increase. In view of preemption of such large resources

for debt service, and the proposed 3 percent reduction of the

recently adopted 1982 budget, which are the areas targeted for

cut by SPP?

- impact of above on Bank's operational program. Perhaps the

best course will be for SPP andHacindatrviellintly
the borrowing program for FYs 82 and 83 and then discuss

with the Bank.

- Mr. Clausen may wish to express appreciation at the administrative

reforms initiated by SPP, particularly in decentralizing powers

to states (as observed in Tabasco) and PIDER micro regions.

- the subsidies in the Mexican system are high (eauivalent to

9-10% of GDP). The farming sector, for example, is not only

assisted through guaranteed farmgate prices; but also by sale

of inputs(fertilizer, seed, water, pesticides, farm machinery

services) at prices below cost and by credit to smallholders

at subsidized rates. It is important that a comprehensive

view be taken of all these subsidies, eliminate or reduce them

where possible, and consolidate the remaining ones for efficient

supervision. The Bank will be ready to assist with its studies,

if the Government is interested.
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- SPP views on the economic development of the country,
beyond 1982. What is the program for revision and
extension of the Global Development Plan that was
drafted by SPP in 1980?

- PIDER has been a bold rural development gram, the SPP
has done a great job of organizing and mplementing it.
For the future a more if ed st-ate yfor th-rura secto't
should be considered, combining PIDER activities with
rainfed agriculture programs (PLANAT) of SARI and the
specialized programs operated from the Presidency (CUC,
COPLIAR, SAM). If SPP is interested, the Bank could once
again present its experience in India, Korea and similar
countries in meeting this type of challenge.

- What are the areas of SPP interest for Bank support?
We have, over the past five years, assisted the Government
in programs that have a long-term development impact on the
country.

Mexico Division

February 22, 1982



MEXICO: Meeting with Mr. Miguel de la Madrid,
Saturday, March 6, 1982

The meeting will set the tone for Bank activities in
Mexico for the next six years. Some points for Mr. Clausen
are suggested below:

1) Expectations of continued Mexican support for IDA,
CGIAR and development of cooperative Bank/Mexico assistance to
Central America and Caribbean countries. Increasingly, we will
have to ask what Mexico and the Bank together could do for the
developing world, rather than what the Bank can do in Mexico.

2) Reiteration of continued Bank support to Mexican develop-
ment programs within the resource constraints of our institution.
The five-year (FYs 82-86) program includes 31 projects ($2,900
million) for: agriculture, rural development, training of
technicians, development of capital goods and other industries,
pollution control, employment-creating small and medium industries,
urban and regional development and investments to reduce transport
bottlenecks in Mexico (ports, railways and roads). Of course, we
will review the program with the new Administration next year.

3) In the future, even more than in the recent past, financial
assistance from the Bank would take a second place to our economic
and sector work in the country. Several areas of such technical
assistance have been discussed with the candidate's staff and
include technical notes on: market signals and resource allocation;
industrial strategy; foreign trade incentives; functioning of the
labor market, and optimum rate of oil exploitation.

4) With all the press speculations on graduation, it is likely
that Mr. Miguel de la Madrid will probe Mr. Clausen on this subject,
especially as the policy affects Mexico in the next six years.
Per capita GNP of Mexico is $2,130; adjusting for overvaluation of
the Peso it would be less. With the latest decline in value of Peso,
Mexico is receding even further from the graduation benchmark, now this
discussion becomes largely academic, and unlikely to affect Mexico
during Mr. de la Madrid's administration.

5. Mr. Clausen may wish to discuss with Mr. de la Madrid the issues
which are likely to be at the center of his economic program for the
duration of his term. Most of these issues have been discussed in the
course of the Bank's policy dialogue with the current Administration;
and, while there has not always been agreement between the Bank's
recommendations and the Administration's policy measures, Mr. de la Madrid's
views have usually been close to the Bank's. Some of the critical issues
of economic management are:
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(a) Subsidies: direct and price subsidies (13% of GDP in

1981) make a substantial contribution to the public

sector deficit. Many of these subsidies have been granted

without a careful analysis of their efficiency. There is

some evidence that some of them have perverse effects--

that they fall into the wrong hands, as in the case of

some agricultural subsidies, or that they distort producers'

choices, as in the case of the labor/investment subsidy,

which discriminates heavily against creating new jobs.

The Administration has made a serious effort to rationalize

and consolidate the subsidy system, and the Bank has offered

its technical advice on the matter. It is to be hoped that

the program of fiscal austerity undertaken by the current

Administration will provide a good starting point for a

thorough revision of the system.

(b) Fiscal management: in 1981, the actual public sector

deficit was equal to 14% of GDP. Such a deficit introduces

massive distortions in the economy and has been one of the

causes of the recent devaluation. The Administration

should be commended for its 1982 budget--for which
Mr. de la Madrid was partly responsible--and it is to be

hoped that the new Administration will be able to continue

on a path of prudent fiscal management.

(c) External trade: Although the weight of oil sales in total

exports is very high, the Mexican economy has had more success

than any other oil-exporting country in avoiding an excessive

dependence on oil. The recent devaluation removes the

biggest obstacle to industrial exports, and, with suitable

support from the Government--in terms of technical assistance

for the development of export markets, rather than in the

form of explicit or hidden export subsidies--Mexico should

be able to strengthen its non-oil export sector. On the

import side, Mr. Clausen may wish to explore the commitment

of the next Administration to freer trade--mostly by the

dismantling of the import licensing system--once the main

reason for trade barriers, namely, the overvaluation of the

peso, has disappeared.

(d) Longer-term issues: to some extent, the basic development

problems of the Mexican economy still print: poverty,

income distribution and urban-rural imbalances. Mr. de la

Madrid's program will no doubt address these aspects, and

Mr. Clausen may wish to encourage the Government to find

solutions to these issues, on which the Administration has

received continuing support from the Bank.
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6) Mr. de la Madrid has been readily accessible to Bank
staff, invariably pragmatic in finding solutions, serious but
with a sense of dry humor and known never to doubt our intentions

or take offense at our insistence even on the most sensitive
issues. Mr. Clausen may wish to express his appreciation for

his past support to the Bank and its staff.

Mexico Division
February 18, 1982



MEXICO: Meeting with Minister for Agriculture and
Water Resources - March 5, 1982

(Background

Please see Minister MERINO Rabago on page 5 of the
'Biographical Sketches'. He is the first occupant
of the combined Agriculture and Water Resources
Ministry.

Mexico, with about 24 million rural population and

17 million ha harvested annually, has one of the
lowest land/man ratios (about 0.7 ha). The ratio
continues to decline as despite substantial migration
to cities, rural population has been increasing at
1.3% a year. Agriculture accounts for 1 tn %
pf .rheLGn?.of which almost one-half is contributed
by 13% of all farmers having access to irrigation.
Three out of four poor Mexicans live in rural
communities, mostly in unirrigated areas.

Mexican agriculture grew impressively for three decades
following the massive land reforms of the 1930s.
Agricultural production increased substantially (6% per

annum) during 1956-1966, but only modestly and below
population growth since 1967. Earlier growth was

a6ociated th Tniitriirrigation facilities.
Since the large irrigation schemes have become more complex
and expensive, recently emphasis has been on measures to

increase productivity of the rainfed lands.

Mexico faced two successive years (1978-79) of drought

and poor crops, and became one of the largest importers

of grain (along with USSR, Japan and China). Concerned

at excessive dependence on imported food, the Government

launched a major program (SAM) aimed at making the country
self-sufficient in food, securing minimum nutritional
needs of the rural and urban poor, and increasing rural

employment.

The 1980-81 harvests have yielded record wheat, maize and
sorghum crops. While favorable weather helped, new

remunerative uaranteed prices and inputs supplied at

susi .ze prices provided substantial ineti es. A Bank

mission is preparing its report on the AgriculThte Sector
(the Minister personally facilitated its work); its preliminary

findings suggest that the Government may have gone overboard

and provided excessive sub dsto production as well as-
for~consumption f-T6d
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Bank support for agriculture projects has been extensive,

covering irrigation, rainfed agricultural development

(both with the Agriculture Ministry), rural development

(under the Ministry of Programming and Budget) and credit

(under the Bank of Mexico). Agriculture accounts for

$2.3 billion of the total $5.2 billion Bank portfolio.

In the pipeline are 5 projects for FYs 82/83: three with

Agriculture Ministry, one of which (R on

$lQ n)_ will be considered by the EDsonMarch & one

(Agriculture Marketing) with Bank of Mexico, a the final

one (Fisheries) with Bank of Fisheries Development.)

Issues

1. The Minister is likely to explain to Mr. Clausen the Agriculture

situation and strategy for growth. He is also likely to seek Bank's

continued support.

2. Mr. Clausen could assure the Minister on our continuing interest

to assist Mexican agriculture. Following issues would require the

Government's attention:

- While the Bank would be happy to support SARH in programs

that make production less dependent on the vagaries of

nature, public investments need to be supplemented with

sound policies to provide right incentives to farmers,

without recourse to excessive subsidies as appears to have

been the pattern in recent years.

- For improved demand management, the Government will be

increasingly resorting to reduced public deficit, if not

go for a balanced budget. Accordingly, the investment

resources would be under pressure and would have to be

placed in the most productive projects. Also, progressively,

subsidies involved in providing credit at negative (real)

rates, would have to be reduced, possibly eliminated. The

present system of high farm gate prices, combined with low

consumer prices, as also of inputs at subsidized rates,

cannot be sustained indefinitely without major problems of

macro-economic management. The SARH would have to design

a new strategy for the 1980s. The Bank would be happy to

provide the experience of other countries which have 
achieved

success in improving agriculture. Discussion of the sector

report, to be presented to the Minister in March/April, could

be the occasion for this dialogue.

- We would appreciate the SARH reviewing its investment priorities

with Ministers for Programming and Budget (SPP) and Finance

(Hacienda) in the light of the latest budget cuts, so tUMt

the agricltural ojects presented to the Bank recive
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- Irrigation projects (including rehabilitation programs)
would continue to be important in Mexico. Mr. Ardito Barletta

has proposed to the Minister a study on the management of

irrigation districts, including subjects such as improved

efficiency of water use, cost recovery and maintenance

practices. Mr. Clausen may wish to emphasize the importance

of the exercise. (He would recall his visit to India, where

a major effort has been made in this direction with good
result.)

- Mexico has made impressive progress in agriculture research,
y in developing new varieties of seed. However, the

,1inksbetween basic and applied research, and between research

and application to farms tFeweag7 The Minister may wish to

focus on improving the production system of high-yielding

varieties of seeds and final distribution to farmers.

Mexico Division
February 26, 1982
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1.- Mr. Alfonso Pandalf Graf, President of the

Industrial Confederation (CONCAMIN)

2.- Mr Ernesta Mayrrow, President of the Intepr

national Relations Committe of CONCAMIN

3.- Mr. Ernesto Rubio del Cueto, formar Prese 1nt

of' CONCAMi"

4.- Mr. Rodolfo Barrera, Member of the executive

committe of CONCAMIN

5. - Mr. Juan Lopez Silares, Vice-president of

CONCAMIN.

6.- Mr. Agustin Guevara, President of the National

Silvicui ur Industry Cha i

7.- Mr. Humberto Lobo Morales, Representative of

the Industrial Association of the State o

Nuevo e vi~

8.- Mr. Iumborto iEscoto chon, Director Geral

of CONCAMIN
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DAVID IsARRA

Dear Mr. Clausen

Welcome to Mexico. I sincerely wish your visit will
be a pleasant and rewarding experience. Thank you -
for accepting our invitation.

During your stay in Mexico, we wish to show you so-
me of the achievements of the present Administra -
tion, including some of the results obtained with -
the support of the World Bank. In addition, you -
will be able to apreciate some of the needs my -
country still faces and possibly be able to identi-
fy areas of further Bank support. The meetings -
scheduled in Mexico City are intended to complement
your extensive knowledge of Mexico and to stregthen
the already close relationship between the Bank and
my country.

We have chosen Villahermosa, Tab. as the starting -
point for your visit because that region ilustrates
many of the acomplishments-and also many of the pro
blems- that characterize Mexico today. While in -
Villahermosa, you will be able to see the results -
of Bank investments in the Agricultural Credit and
Urban Development Projects.

Following Villahermosa, you will visit two ejidos,
which are representative of the Rural Development -
Program (PIDER) that has received Bank support.

You will also visit the research station at -
Huimangillo where important work to improve farm -
productivity in Tropical Mexico is underway. This -
program, and others, that are central to Mexico's -
agricultural development efforts have received the
technical and financial support of the World Bank.

The second stage of your visit will show you the -
oil and industrial complexes in the Cangrejera and
Coatzacoalcos area. As you know, the development of
the oil industry is one of the priorities of the -
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present Administration. You will also be given an -
explanation of the efforts and plans for the ports
sector, which the Bank is assisting with a recent -
loan.

Finally, you will be taken to the City of Guadalaja
ra, where the main objective will be to show and -
explain to you the program of activities to promote
medium and small scale industries. This program is
important to strengthen Mexico's industrial base -
and create new jobs. It is also an area where the -
Bank also has had an important participation.

I hope this brief but intensive tour of three very
different regions of my country may help you to -
form a clearer picture of Mexico, as it is today -
as well as of the results achived with the support
of the Bank and of the direction this support -
should take in the future.

I look forward to our meeting next Thursday, as it
will provide an opportunity to exchange views on -
subjects related to my country and the World Bank.

Sincerely yours,
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MR. A.W. CLAUSEN

ITINERARY AND PROGRAM OUTLINE

VISIT TO MEXICO - MARCH 2 to 6, 1 9 8 2

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1982

TIME REMARKS

1:00 P.M. Leave Washington (National

Airport)Flight No. PA 331

3:24 P.M. Arrive Miami Mexican officials
will Peet at Miami

Transfer to Government of airport and accom-

Mexico Jet pany to Villahermosa

4:45 P.M. Leave Miami

5:30 P.M. Arrive Villahermosa (Tabasco State) In Central Time Zone

Governor Rovirosa
will receive at
Airport

5:45 P.M. Brief arrival statement to

Press (to be simultaneously
released in Mexico City)

6:00 P.M. Leave airport for Governor's Mansion

"Quinta Grijalva"

6:30_P.M. Arrival at Governor's Mansion Mr. and Mrs. Clauser
will be Governor' s
house quests

7:20 P.M. Depart Governor's Mansion

7:30 P.M. Visit La Venta (Olmec)Museum and Park

8:30 P.M. Depart for Governor's Mansion

8:45 P.M. Informal Dinner with the Governor and

State Development Officer:

Discussion of the Development Problems/

Programs of the State

11:00 P.M. Retire to suite



WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, 1982

TIME REMARKS

7:30 A.M. Private breakfast

9:00 A.M. Leave Governor's Mansion By Governor's Bus
Mrs. Clausen will
accompany Mr. Clausei
until 10:50 A.M.

9:15 A.M. Arrive at Meat Plant

Explanation of the plant and

cooperative by members, bankers
and FIRA staff.

9:45 A.M. Leave Meat Plant By Governor's bus

10:00 A.M. Visit urban development site
Ciudad Industrial

10:20 A.M. Leave Ciudad Industrial

10:30 A.M. Visit urban development sites By helicopter

- El Espejo and "Tabasco 2000" (Mrs. Clausen's
program in her
itinerary)

10:50 A.M. Depart heliport at "Tabasco 2000"

11:15 A.M. Arrive at ejido Aquiles Serdan;
discussion of the PIDER program

11:35 A.M. Depart Aquiles Serdan By helicopter

11:50 A.M. Arrive at ejido Zunu-Patastal;
discussion of PIDER program

12:15 P.M. Leave for Huimanguillo By helicopter

12:45 P.M. Arrive at Huimanguillo and visit
PRODEPITH Research Center (Tropical
Agriculture Development)

1:15 P.M. Leave for Coatzacoalcos By helicopter

1:45 P.M. Arrive Coatzacoalcos

2:00 P.M. Luncheon discussion with PEMEX officials

3:15 P.M. Rest period

3:40 P.M. Explanation of port and petrochemical
development in Coatzacoalcos area



4:10 P.M. Visit PEMEX facilities Bus and walkina

5:35 P.M. Depart heliport, overflight of

industrial development by helicopter

6:05 P.M. Arrive Minatitlan Airport; transfer Mrs. Clausen will

to government jet 
arrive in jet from
Villahermosa

6:30 P.M. Depart Minatitlan

7:45 P.M. Arrive Guadalajara Airport

8:15 P.M. Arrive at Camino Real Hotel

9:00 P.M. Informal dinner in Hotel's Sal6n

Inglds (the State Governor likely

to be present)

11:00 P.M. Retire



THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1982

TIME REMARKS

7:30 A.M. Private breakfast

9:00 A.M. Leave Hotel By bus

9:15 A.M. Arrive at PAI offices
(Organization for promoting
small/medium industries)

9:20 A.M. Presentation of the Program and

discussion with officials and
participating bankers

10:30 A.M. Depart'Offices By bus

10:50 A.M. Visit plant of Modulo Fabril
(office furniture' financed by
PAI)

11:15 A.M. Depart Modulo Fabril

11:30 A.M. Visit to "Cerdmica Contempordnea Mrs. Clausen will

Noe Zuro" financed by PAI join at plant

12:00 P.M. Depart for airport By bus

12:30 P.M. Leave for Mexico City

1:30 P.M. Arrive at Mexico City Airport

2:00 P.M. Arrive at Camino Real Hotel

2:30 P.M. Luncheon meeting with about
10 industrialists (in the Hotel

Industrialist's Club)

4:30 P.M. Rest Period

6:30 P.M. Leave Hotel for Palacio Nacional

7:00 P.M. Meeting with Messrs. Ibarra,
Romero Kolbeck and Espinosa de los

Reyes

8:30 P.M. Leave for private Dinner with Mr. Mrs. Clausen will

and Mrs. Romero Kolbeck at Bank of be escorted separatel

Mexico offices from the Hotel to
Bank of Mexico

11:00 Retire



FRIDAY, MARCH 5, 1982

TIME REMARKS

8:30 A.M. Breakfast with Bank staff

9:30 A.M. Leave for Los Pinos (Presidential
Residence)

10:00 A.M. Meeting with President Jos6 L6pez
Portillo

11:00 A.M. Leave Los Pinos

11:30 A.M. Arrive at Secretariat of Agriculture
(SARH) offices

11:30 A.M. Meeting with Secretary of Agriculture
Francisco Merino Rdbago

12:15 P.M. Depart SARH offices

1:00 P.M. Meeting with Secretary of Programming
and Budget (SPP) Ram6n Aguirre

-2:00 P.M. Depart SPP offices

2:30 P.M. Luncheon discussion with private
bankers (BANCOMER center)

4:00 P.M. Leave for Hotel

4:30 P.M. Arrive at Hotel

6:15 P.M. Press Conference (in the hotel Mr.. Resendiz of

7:00 P.M. Sal6n Oaxaca) Ministry of Finance
will moderate

8:15 P.M. Leave Hotel for State Banquet

8:30 P.M. State Banquet hosted by the
Minister for Finance at La

Hacienda de los Morales

10:30 P.M. Retire



SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1982

TIME REMARKS

10:00 A.M. Depart Hotel

10:30 A.M. Visit archeological sites in the

center of the city

11:30 A.M. Meeting with officials of Mexico

City regarding urban development

12:30 P.M. Private Lunch (Dining Room of

Ministry of Finance)

1:45 P.M. Depart for airport

2:15 P.M. Arrive Mexico City International

Airport

3:00 P.M. Leave Mexico City International By commercial flight

Airport for Bogotg -Varig Flight 873

8:30 P.M. Arrive Bogotg, Colombia

NOTE: MR. AND MRS. CLAUSEN WOULD BE REQUESTED TO HAND OVER THEIR

BAGGAGE BY THE TIME THEY LEAVE THEIR HOTEL FOR THE FIRST

PROGRAM ON MARCH 6.

* A MEETING WITH PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE MIGUEL DE LA MADRID

IS PENDING. THIS DAY'S PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
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FRIGORIFICO Y EMPACADORA DE TABASCO.

FYETSA

Cattlemen in Tabasco traditionally marketed-

their animals " on the hoof " to Mexico City. In 1966, the members of -

the Tabasco Regional Cattleman's Union decided to utilize the municipal-

slaughterhouse and ship frozen meat to Mexico City. Seeing that this was

more profitable, and faced with a growing membership and cattle produc

tion, the Union began to prepare for their own packing plant.

The plant was capitalized by a Mex. $ 20 -

fee per head marketed through the Union. In 1972, the Union contracted-

a loan, rediscounted by FIRA, for the initial construction of the packing-

plant. Marketing through the Union became more atractive as profits of -

the plant were returned to Cattlemen, hence membership and volume -

climbed. Additional loans for the expansion of the plant, refrigerated -

truckes, and associated equipment were contracted in 1973, 1977, and -

1979. Of the total investment of Mex. $ 128 million, Mex. $ 43 million-

was financed by the Union members and Mex. $ 85 million was financed

by credit (about 70 million of which is still outstanding).

Currently under review are proposals for -

expansion: a cutting line, transportation equipment, and possibly proces -

sing of hides.



SEVENTH AGRICULTURAL CREDIT PROJECT

FIRA.

Description of the project

The Project is the continuation of the lives -

tock and agriculture development program financed under the prior loan -

agreements by means of a credit program, managed and supervised by -

FIRA 'within the framework of the Trust Agreement and the Special Trust

Agreement, which will make use of the resources of the Special Trust -

Fund.

The Project includes:

Part 1: Making of sub-loans for:

(a) livestock development and annual and perennial crop deve

lopment.

(b) planning and establishment, expansion or improvement of

primary processing or service type agroindustries-

(c) Fisheries development.

Part 2: (a) (i) Training for purposes of the Project of technicians

of FIRA and Participating Banks and beneficia -

ries.

(ii) Establishment or expansion of demonstration cen -

ters, and acquisition and utilization of equipment -

and livestock for said centers.

(b) Monitoring and evaluation of the impact of the Project

strengthening of FIRA 's planning and programming acti

vities and of its data base system.



SECOND URBAN AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT

Description of the project

The Project is part of a comprehensive ur -

ban development program in the States of Tabasco, Veracruz and Chia -

pas, and consists of the following Parts:

Part A: Shelters and Related Facilities for Low - Income Groups.

( 1 ) Development of about 19, 000 serviced lots, each -

with water, sewerage and electrical -connection, and

credits to families for the acquisition of said lots.

( 2 ) Sub-loans to families for construction materials -

and labor to be used for the construction of low-in-

come dwelling units on the lots included in Part A

( 1 ).

( 3 ) Urban upgrading consisting of water supply works -

and related facilities, sewerage -networks, paving -

and storm drainage works and street lighting.

( 4 ) Sub - loans to families for home improvements.

( 5 ) Construction, equipping and operation of community-

centers.

Part B: City - Wide Infrastructure .

(1 ) Water supply works consisting of expansion of dis -

tribution netwotks and service connections, exten -

sion of main transmission lines, expansion of pum-

ping stations, construction of storage tanks and va-

rious water treatment facilities.
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( 2 ) Sewerage works consisting of expansion of collec -

tion systems and service connections, extension of-

main collectors, pumping stations, treatment plants

and discharge systems.

( 3 ) Access roads to low - income neighborhoods.

( 4 ) Extension of: ( a ) electricity; and ( b ) telephone -

networks in Reforma.

Part C: Municipal Facilitie s and Services.

( 1 ) Construction of a wholesale -market in Villahermosa

and construction or rehabilitation of retail markets.

( 2 ) Construction or expansion of slaughterhouses.

( 3 ) Improvement of solid waste collection and disposal-

services.

Part D: Production Credit and Other Production Activities

( 1 ) Sub - loans to:

a ) Artisans; and

( b ) Small - scale enterprises.

( 2 ) Construction of industrial estates.

( 3 ) Training for, and other assistance to the Borrower,

credit recipients, Institutos de Vivienda and Fideico

misos in the fields of management and financial -

and economic analysis related to production credit -

and other production activities included in this Part

of the Project.

( 4 ) Establishment of a technical and managerial trai -

ning center in Villahermosa.

Part E: Studie s and Support Activitie s.

( 1 ) Studies in water supply, sewerage, sanitation and -

related matters.

( 2 ) Studies in shelter - related matters.

( 3 ) Studies in urbanization matters.

( 4 ) Strengthening of the managerial and financial capabi
litie s of:
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( a ) Water Authorities;

b ) Institutos de Vivienda; and

( c ) Municipalities.

( 5 ) Promotional activities for Parts A, C and D of the-

Project.



PIDER III.

Description of the Project

The purpose of the Project is to increase -

production of basic foods, generate higher productivity and per - capita -

income levels, raise the level of employment in rural communities and -

improve living conditions in terms of nutrition, health, education, hou -

sing and drinking water in selected micro - regions.

The Project consists of the following works -

and services in the Project Area:

Part A: Small - scale Irrigation

Development of small - scale irrigation schemes, consisting -

mainly of construction of tubewells or small dams with related

distribution systems.

Part B: Soil and Water Conservation

Construction of soil and water conservation works in agricultu-

rally productive soils.

Part C: Crop Development

Land clearing, improvement and preparation for annual and -

perennial crop development including material for establishing -

or rehabilitating orchards, coffee plantings and coconut palm -

plantings .

Part D: Infrastructure for Livestock Development

Establishment and improvement of infrastructure for beef, -

dairy, pig, poultry and goat production, and establishment of -

beekeeping installations.

Part E: Forestry

Reforestation and afforestation in selected areas in the states -

of Sinaloa and Zacatecas.

Part F: Fishery

Infrastructure for processing and marketing facilities, and tech

nical assistance and training for fishermen to increase efficien

cy of production and marketing of fish in the coastal micro-re-

gions .
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Part G: Rural Enterprises

Development of new, and rehabilitation of existing, rural enter_

prises.

Part H: Cre dit

a) Provision by Banxico of credit to Participating Banks: (i)

to make medium - term sub - loans to beneficiaries of -

investments under Parts A through G of the Project; and -

(ii) to make short - term sub - loans to beneficiaries of -

investments under Parts A through G of the Project, to fi

nance seasonal production and working capital;

b) Provision by Banrural of credit to Banrural Banks: (i) to -

make medium - term sub - loans to beneficiaries of invest

ments under Parts A through G of the Project; and ( ii ) -

to make short - term sub - loans to beneficiaries of invest

ments under Parts A through G of the Project, to finance-

seasonal production and working capital.

Part I: Extension and Applied Research

Provisi6n of extension and research services and training of -

staff; and acquisition and utilization of vehicles, field equip -

ment and materials related thereto

Part J: Marketing

Construction of grain storage warehouses and small rural sto -

res.

Part K: Beneficiary Organization

Provision of services to improve the social and economic orga_
nization of farmers; acquisition and utilization of support equip
ment ( vehicles, furniture and field equipment ); and training -

of staff for the diffusion / promotion teams in the micro-re -

gions.

Part L: Rural Roads

Construction or rehabilitation of rural roads, and promotion -

of and support for village - based committees for rural road -

construction and maintenance.

Part M: Rural Electrification

Connection of rural communities to the electricity supply net -

work.
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Part N: Productive Projects for Women

Execution of a program to increase employment opportunities for

rural women.

Part 0: Feasibility and Socio - economic Studies

Feasibility studies at the state level for productive investments

in such areas as irrigation, soil and water conservation, lives

tock, rural enterprises and marketing; and socio-economic -

studies at the community level to determine baseline levels of-

nutrition, health, income, employment, education, and related-

areas .

Part P: Education Facilities

Construction or renovation of, and equipping of primary level -

classrooms.

Part Q: Health Facilities

Construction or rehabilitation of, and equipping of rural health

clinics or centers in communities benefiting under Parts R -

and S of the Project.

Part R: Nutrition Program

Promotion of improved ' nutrition including programs of nutri -

tion education and supplementary home production of food; esta

blishment of a nutritional surveillance system.

Part S: Water Supply

Construction, rehabilitation or expansion of water supply faci -

lities as required to supply water to rural communities.

Part T: Self - help

Provision of materials for self - help construction activities -

such as housing and sanitation improvements, community cen -

ters and village workshops.

Part U:' Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring of the carrying out of to Project and evaluation of -

its impact on the development of the Project Area.

Part V: Training

Training of staff of the Guarantor's agencies and departments -

directly involved in the carrying out of the Guarantor's rural -

development programs.



PLANAT.

Description of the project

The Project is the fir'st phase of the Gua -
rantor's National Plan for Assistance to Rainfed Areas ( PLANAT ), an

agricultural development program for Mexico ' s rainfed areas. The Pro

ject ' s main objective is to increase agricultural production in nine of -
the Guarantor's 124 rainfed districts through the implementation of a de-

velopment program in each of the nine districts over a five year period.

In addition, the Project is to assist the Guarantor's training, extension -
and research activities aimed at developing subsequent phases of such -
program in other rainfed districts.

The Project consists of the following:

I. District Level ( within the Project Area )

Part A: Technical Services

(1) Provision of extension services and facilities for the promo-
tion of improved cultivation and animal husbandry methods.

(2) Carryipg out of production systems research and on - farm
testing of new techonologie s.

(3) Carrying out of soil and water conservation programs, in -
cluding various types of terraces, contour furrows and small
water storage reservoirs, covering approximately 65, 000 -
ha.

(4) Carrying out of forestry programs covering approximately -
13, 400 ha.

Part B: Infrastructure

Carrying out of rural works programs, including the cons -
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truction or improvement of approximately 2,880 km of farm to market -

roads, approximately 7, 000 ha of small irrigation schemes, and draina -

ge works covering approximately 30, 000 ha.

Part C: Cre dit

(1) Provision by Banxico of credit to beneficiaries.

(2) Provision by Banrural of credit to beneficiaries.

II. National Level ( outside the Project Area )

Part D: Training

Post graduate study and training in rainfed agriculture re -

lated matters.

Part E: Extension and Research

Establishment and operation of regional centers for SARH' s

extension services and research.



TROPICAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Description of the project

The project consists of:

1. Development of six pilot projects, of about 4,000 ha. each

introducing technical packages for annual and perennial crops-

and live stock;

2. Improvement and expansion of agricultural and livestock ex -

tension programs in the humid tropics; and

3. Support for the tropical agricultural and livestock research -

programs.

The main components are:

Construction of infrastructure, drainage -

works, organization of farmers and extension programs, credit assistan

ce, maintenance services, equipment facilities and consulting services.



SMALL - AND MEDIUM - SCALE INDUSTRY DEVE-

LOPMENT PROJECT.

-Description of the project

The purpose of the Project is to assist the -

Borrower in financing such technical assistance and productive facilities-

and resources in Mexico as will contribute to the economic development-

of the country's small - and medium - scale industry. The Project con -

sists of the following Parts:

Part A: Financing of:

(1) Investment Projects through FOGAIN Loans to Partici-

pating Intermediaries for further relending to Invest -

ment Enterprises; such Investment Projects to consist-

of establishment or expansion of productive capacity.

(2) Investment Projects through FOMIN Investments in In -

vestment Enterprises; such Investment Projects to con

sist of establishment or expansion of productive capa -

city.

(3) Investment Projects consisting of:

(i) Construction of factory buildings by FIDEIN or-

by a Fideicomiso Especial for purposes of lea-

sing them with or without option to purchase or

selling them on deferred terms to small - and-

medium - scale industrial enterprises:

(ii) Construction and equipping of common service -

facilities by FIDEIN or a Fideicomiso Especial

to be used by small - and medium - scale in -

dustrial enterprises; or

(iii) Acquisition of industrial equipment by a leasing

entity approved by FIDEIN for purposes of lea-

sing it with or without option to purchase or -

selling it on deferred terms to small - and me

dium - scale industrial enterprises.

Part B: Operation of a scheme to guarantee the repayment of the -

principal of sub - loans made by Participating Intermedia -

ries to Investment Enterprises, including provision for an. -

adequate reserve fund.
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Part C: A technical assistance program consisting of: recruitment -

and training of personnel; technical assistance to industrial-

enterprises by industrial extension agents and specialized -
agencies; acquisition and utilization of equipment, materials-

and services for this program; and technical and financial -

assistance to industrial enterprises to carry out studies.
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PASSENGERS ON PRIVATE PLANE

World Bank

Mr. A. W. Clausen

Mrs. Clausen

Mr. Nicol~s Ardito Barletta

Mr. Devbrat Dutt

Mr. Varel Freeman

SHyCP

Mr. Juan Foncerrada

Mr. Jos4 Luis Flores

Mr. Timoteo Harris

Miss. Marra Ballester.

Mr. Rafael Resendiz

Interpretor

Mr. Fernando Spada.
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Security

Col. Francisco Arellano and four assistants.





GUESTS AT THE DINNER OFFERED BY MR. DAVID

IBARRA.

Banco Mundial

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Clausen

Mr. and Mrs. Nicolds Ardito Barletta

Mr. and Mrs. Devbrat Dutt

Mr. and Mrs. Varel Freeman

Mr. Joaqurn Muns

SHyCP

Mr. and Mrs. David Ibarra

Mr. and Mrs. Jesds Silva - Herzog

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Levln Coppel

Mr. and Mrs. Salvador Arriola B.

Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Sales Gutidrrez

Mr. and Mrs. Jose Angel Gurrfa Trevifto

Mr. and Mrs. Salvador Trueba Rodrrguez

Mr. and Mrs. Guillermo Prieto Fortdn

Mr. and Mrs. Ignacio Madrazo Reynoso

Mr. and Mrs. Juan Jos6 Paramo Draz

Mr. and Mrs. Miguel Valdis Villarreal

Mr.. and Mrs. Juan Foncerrada

Mr. and Mrs. Jos4 Luis Flores

SPyP

Mr. and Mrs. Ram6n Aguirre Veldzquez

Mr. and Mrs. Eduardo Pesqueira Olea

SE COM

Mr. and Mrs. Jorge de la Vega Dominguez

Mr. and Mrs. H6ctor Herndndez Cervantes



HIGHLIGTHS OF THE ECONOMIC POLICY ADJUSTMENT

PROGRAM.

Issued 19 February, 1982 )

1. Exchange Rate Policy

The Central Bank retired from the exchange rate market, let -

ting the value of the peso to be determined according to the mar-

ket forces. Once the peso is stable, the financial authorities will-

adjust its value promptly, if necessary, according to the differen-

tial rates of inflation and productivity between M6xico and the -

rest of the world. No exchange controls will appear and deposit -

in dollar accounts will continue with no restrictions.

2. Budgetary Policy.

A 3 % reduction in the aproved budget, if necessary these resour

ces will be allocated to cover salary increases and the additional-

debt service measured in pesos. On the expenditure side, prefe -

rence will be given to priority sectors or to the more urgent ba -

sic needs. To comply with these objetives a strict budgetary con-

trol is being enforced.

3. Financial Policy.

Interest rates will be kept at a competitive level. Domestic sa -

vings will be encouraged through attractive terms and conditions

private enterprises with debt in dollars will be supported. As of -

march, the seventh issue of " petrobonos " is available in the -

market. If needed, there will be long term adjustable ( to the na-

tional retail price index ) interest rate issues with returns in -

real terms ( higher than inflation ). Oficial banking will intensify-

the channeling of funds to prioritary sectors. Agreements on the -
production of staple foods will be reviewed to provide additional -

finance for production.

4. Employment and Salaries Policy.

The public sector payroll will be adjusted and the private sector -

will be advised to do so. The Commercialization system will be -

reinforced and tax deductions will be granted to low income ear -

ners.
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5. Foreigg Trade -Policy.

Domestic production will be encouraged , but popular consumption

goods and indispensable inputs for production will not be subject -
to duties or import permits.

For export promotion, the present incentive system will be modi-

fied to promote competitiveness . Attention to tourism activities -
will be strenghtened.

6. Price Policy.

Price controls will be strictly enforced and increases will be au-

thorized only if justified by upward cost movements.

7. International Financial Policy.

M46xico will comply, strictly and punctualy with its obligations, in

the world's money and capital markets, including International Fi

nancial Organizations. The volume of foreign debt needed for our-

development programs will be smaller given the decrease in im -
ports, the increase in exports and foreign exchange earnings from

tourism.

8. Support to Border Zones.

The marketing system in the northern border zone will be made -
more flexible. The Central Bank will offer its services to avoid -
serious monetary adjustments.
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The following is a special advertising section

fact is, though. that the economy he will hand over to his succes-
soron December 1 (under Mexican law no president can succeed
himself) is under control and infinitely promising. Even if the
world slowdown is not reversed soon. the Mexican economy is
now on a sufficiently sound footing that Mexico can ride out the
storm. And, when the world economy picks up. Mexico will be
one of the most exciting investment prospects on earth. William
D. Mulholland. chairman of the Bank of Montreal, whose bank

M exican President Josd L6pez Portillo is a realist. As he re- has lent billions of dollars to Mexico, notes that when the bank
cently reported to Mexico's Congress, "disorder in the world held a 1981 directors* meeting in Mexico, it was not to show con-
economy" is putting the plans of his administration to a severe fidence. If bankers need to show confidence in a country, he
test. The weakness of Mexico's major trading partners is threat- says. the last thing they should ever do is go to that country and
ening L6pez Portillo's primary objective: growth. oriented to show the flag. In Mexico. he continues. Bank of Montreal was
the creation of employment and to better income distribution." able to hold its first-ever meeting outside Canada "precisely
And his pursuit of this objective, in combination with the cost because it was one place where no show of confidence was
spiral in the rest of the world, has sent prices spiraling at home. necessary.

I he country," says Lopez Portillo. ''is experiencing an intla-

tionary process that we have hardly begun to check." A dramatic upturn
The word on which to focus, however. is -begun." The Mulholland was a willing lender to Mexico at the beginning of

MIexican gov ernment has begun to check its inflation. It is com- L.pez Portillos term: ''When their delegation arrived on our
inc dow n L nemploy ment remains high, hut it is also coming doorstep [to ask us about borrow inc. we ga!.e them the answer
dow n. Indeed. for several sears job kreation has outstripped beftore they ould ask the quesItion'-thouih. ot cOurse. he knew
populatoni row th. Measures to establisht and enforce socialus- what the question wold he. But not all hankeir telt the same

Ce thriiOuhout the country havc been hiehlv effecti e. Real in- w ay . and the economy at the end ot Lope/ Portillo's administra-
comttte i' up \ll strata of the populace have benefited from im- tion will he note vigorous than w heni he took office in Decemi-

provements in liing standards. For example. more peiple- her, 1976. ( GDP was till grow inc hUt at a rate considerahly be-
miain more popei- now have drinking w ater. on tap. and rads low that of preilous years, droppingo u nst 2.1 peicent in 1976

are reachmL hitut to tillages preiously Cut otf fron the protess Public sector debt had 1imhed to 1) percent of GDP while tor-
,I the r'-t r :heC wcmom. \nd thit prgress has heen steidi in iii esttmnt had )e I ) \ uust I1 L97h. the peso was

and impre \leuio h' K pt On grow my ini crw my rap- -11 fpled tri the exel oi 2 tih. d0lar i the preceding 22

M[!1 . 1iit r 441c n lu thait. to the e tenlt that an Cum't e r t), it )Tne poinit.

today controls its ow n destiny. leuc does h iIe' Portil' coiing to power. the peso honed
L.pzc/ Portillo, who took ottice in December, I97. I, not back One o-t the more rematkahle aspects it hi. aidmimstration

h I iut ti-e a c tem ts at his .tut ndmmoran n. it e Ilr, h- be n n ab . i a m 1unt in the lIc ot the iure c. It has



While such industries as steel are not the most glamorous in
terms of return on investment, the bottom line to L6pez Portillo

has been not profitability, but the establishment of a balanced

economy that permits growth. Growth means jobs, and the

growth of the Mexican economy in just the last four years has

generated 3.25 million jobs. At the same time, in a development

that many foreign financiers see as especially encouraging, the
administration has succeeded in slowing population growth.

Despite a drop in infant mortality, the number of Mexicans un-

der 5 at the 1980 census was 9.28 million-against 10.28 million

over 5 but under 10. Population growth has dropped from 3.5
percent to 2.7 percent, and the administration expects it to be

down to 2.5 percent when L6pez Portillo leaves office at the end

of the year. "We've absorbed all the supply of labor that has

been offered to the market, plus some of what had been left over

during the stagnation of the previous years." says Jos6 Angel

Gurria Trevifio, director of foreign financing at the Mexican

Treasury. Alfredo Phillips says this is the first time in Mexico's
history that this has happened, and he makes the point that Mex-

ico has achieved this employment growth while employment in

the rest of the world has, unfortunately, headed in the other

direction.

Oil is only part of the story

Mexico's ability to buck the trend has been due in large part to

oil. The value of its petroleum exports has leapt from $436 mil-

lion in 1976 to an estimated $13.8 billion in 1981. But the Mexi-

President Josi L6pez Portillo cans insist, not unreasonably. that theirs is not "an oil country."
says of his country: "Despite its Not unreasonably. for a number of reasons.
problems, it has a growing econ- First, as L6pez Portillo says, "oil accounts for barely 7 per-
omy and is providing jobs as
never before in history . . . it is cent of GDP while in [typical] oil-exporting countries the pro-

beginning to achieve financial portion represents about 46 percent." Despite the growth of oil

self-determination, and is well exports, he adds, "they still represent only 38 percent of Mex-
on the way to self-sufficiency ico's receipts from abroad-(whereas] in many oil-exporting
in food. countries this source of foreign exchange amounts to more than

90 percent."
The second difference is that Mexico is rich in so many other

natural goods. The country is the world's largest producer and

exporter of silver. It is one of the five leading producers of a

other achievements. Economic growth has climbed to around 8 numberof other minerals-mercury, lead and zinc, forexample-

percent. The deficit as a percentage of GDP has sunk to around 6 and it now claims the world's largest open cast copper mine. It is

percent. Foreign investment. again according to The Wall Street also, of course. exceptionally well endowed with features that

Journal, "doubled in each of the last three years" reaching $3 attract foreigners, from Pacific and Caribbean beaches to Ma-

billion in 1981. yan, Aztec and Toltec archaeology; and although inflation at

Investment, domestic as well as foreign, has produced some home and recession overseas have cut down Mexico's tourism

striking gains in Mexico's production and potential. The best surplus. it is estimated at $500 million for 1981.

known, of course, have been in oil and gas. The country's A third difference between Mexico and the typical oil coun-

proven reserves are now 72 billion barrels; not many people out- try is that the development of Mexico's economy is not a recent

side Mexico realize that it is now the fourth largest holder of phenomenon sparked by the oil discoveries of the early years of

proven reserves in the world-or that in potential reserves it now the L6pez Portillo administration. As Deputy Finance Minister

rivals Saudi Arabia. and Undersecretary of State at the Treasury Department Jesis

Investment in agriculture has also been a L6pez Portillo pri- Silva-Herzog notes, in the pre-oil-boom years from 1940 to

ority. Four years of extremely bad weather forced Mexico to be 1975, the average rate of growth of Mexico's economy was

a net importer of foodstuffs from 1977 through 1980: but, says around 6 percent, enough growth "to permit a sustained im-

Alfredo Phillips Olmedo, a deputy director of the Bank of Mex- provement in the well-being of the population." Mexico has

ico with special responsibilities for international affairs, "this been building an industrial base for many years, has much of the

year we're expecting a bumper crop.' and Mexico should be a infrastructure needed for further growth and has a large popula-

net exporter in 1981 and the future. tion and trained labor force.

Also up sharply was the production of such industrial basics It should be pointed out. too, that the country boasts an ex-

as steel, cement and petrochemicals. to which Loipez Portillo traordinarily deep well ot history and creatvity on which to

has directed investment. In the course ot his term. Mexico w% ill draw As Arnold [oynbee noted, advanced cultures such as

have increased its steel production hy well over 20 percent, Says those of the Maya were flourishing in Mexico whei Europe was

Central Bank Governor Gustavo Romero Kolbeck. 'we've heen in the Dark Ages and most of North America was inhabited

doubling the capacity of our steel industry. w hic the industrial- largely by buffalo

ved couniries have been running thcirs at ') per cent %A hi e Is 'opuat I Mi1 'i one 0 \lO eiC key lIne tnerm aiets



self that the millenium has arrived. "I am not saying we have

PETROLEUM RESERVES (oncNso barels) solved every problem-far from it," says the President himself.

(crude -t rau.ra gas ard ratural gas lquids) In the production of such staples as milk and sugar, he said in his

State of the Union message, "there has been no progress."

Year Proven Probable Potential There are bottlenecks at the ports and in transportation. There

have been electricity shortages. There are import controls. And,

of course, there is inflation, now running at nearly 30 percent.

6 U 2 --
16 0 Assurance for the future

978 402 40 200.0 If Mexico's economy, however, is as firmly under the control of

197 458 45.0 4 200 0 its managers as it seems and as will be shown in the following

60 0 380 250 0 pages. the country's future can be as glorious as its past. Even if

72.0- - 250 0r the international trade situation deteriorates, Mexico can man-

age. After all, most of the time since Mexico's latent oil poten-

August, 1981 Source: PEMEX tial started to come to the surface, the world economy has been
something less than vigorous-but, observes Romero Kolbeck,

we've still managed to keep growing at 8 percent." And now,

says Victor Manuel Herrera. president of Mexico's Bankers'

it will be something of a short- and medium-term liability until Association, the strengthening of the agricultural sector makes

the process of net job creation has been in effect for some years Mexico a lot less dependent on the outside world; moreover, he

to come. Nobody knows exactly what percentage is unem- adds, the growth of the country's internal market provides a

ployed: in a country like Mexico, where the agricultural sector is comfortable cushion.

so large, it is impossible to say how many are "employed" and Approaching the end of his mandate, L6pez Portillo has

how many are not. As Leopoldo Solis, chief economist of the summed up the record: "We never promised you a rose garden

Bank of Mexico, explains, Mexico is so different from Western . . . but Mexico. despite its problems, has a growing economy

countries that "the concept of unemployment does not have and is providing jobs as never before in its history . . . it is be-

much sense here-it's a Keynesian concept of British coinage ginning to achieve financial self-determination and is well on

that is proper for Britain but not for Mexico." the way to self-sufficiency in food." With not unreasonable sat-

This is far from acceptable, says the governor of the Central isfaction, the Mexican president adds, "Not many countries can

Bank, and nobody in the Mexican government is kidding him- say the same." i

Political stability and
continuity of policy

"Counterbalancing all Mexico's clysmic proportions, the party 1929, and it has won every pres- -

problems," says the executive presently in power will stay in dential election since. The PRI

vice president of one of the power, and Lopez Portillo's suc- also has a majority in Congress.
world's biggest banks, "they've cessor will be the man who the Lopez Portillo has brought in

got this marvelous political stabil- party chose, Miguel de la Madrid political reforms that ensure that

ity." This factor, and the continu- Hurtado. In the second place, de minority parties are strongly
ity of policy it implies, is key to [a Madrid is not likely to repudiate represented in the Chamber of

the international banking com- L6pez Portillo's economic poli- Deputies. However. the PRI

munity's confidence in the loans cies since, as Minister of Plan- presently holds 296 of the 400

it has made to both public and ning and Budget, he played a seats there-and 63 of the 64

private sectors in Mexico. key role in their formulation and seats in the Senate.

In most Latin countries-and in- implementation. "The candi- Mexicans note with amusement

deed in many Western countries been chosen with a view to conti- the concern of some U.S. com-

-the prospect of a new govern- been o ith a mentators about Communist

ing regime gets bankers strength in their country. There is

bothered. At worst, the new- The near-certainty that de la Ma- some grumbling about the PRI's

comers can threaten repudiation drid will win the election stems dominance at election time every
of debts, or at least insist on re- from his and Lopez Portillo's six years, tut as long as the Mi'uel d tla Madrid Hurado,
scheduling. At best. they can party s long dominance of the party's elected representative the candidate most likelv to be
bring in dramatic shifts in oolicy. Mexican oclitical scene. While keeps Mexico s problems under th i"xtreident oiexico,
casting doubt on their ability to Mexico is a democracy, with free control-as Lopez Portilo has is currei r/it Min iser ot Plan-
meet obligations. elections and a free press, one done, and as most 'enders to niioi aid Bwa'r. SinIe he
While Mexic is Latin oar excel- party has long been overhelm- Mexico are confident de ia Ma- p/a c a ke role in the /ormnu-
Whe Mhexrco is Lat pa exch ingly favorea The Partido Revo- drid will do-it is not lkety to be /aru; urrent cnt
lence, there is ro treat a such lucionaro Institucional (PRI) first seriously challerged +
a change. in the first piace, dar- won the presidential election in no0 unde a inew aidmini-
ring a poitical uoheaval of cata- won the 'Ii io it

ru



of hands and gnashing of teeth among private sector bankers in
most countries: 41 percent on peso deposits and 70 percent on

dollar deposits. Mancera acknowledges that these rates are

very high," but he points to one alleviating factor: "We pay in-

terest on these reserves at what we consider a fair rate-the rate
paid by the banks themselves to their depositors. plus a margin

corresponding to their cost of raising the money." The net re-

" efore we can sell foreigners on the soundness of our pa- sult. he says, is that the level of the reserve requirement -should

per." say executives of Nacional Financiera. Mexico's develop- not be a burden to the banks in terms of their profitability"-

ment bank. "we have to show them who and what makes our although. he concedes with a smile, "it may be a burden in the

whole economy tick." sense that it cuts down their lending capacity.

To most outsiders, the Mexican economy is something of a Mancera also concedes that the reserve requirement. at this

mystery. Among the economies of the industrialized West. the sort of level, is not the ideal weapon. Mexico has maintained the

one it most resembles is that of France. The cultural and concep- present rates for three years-and for day-to-day, month-to-

tual ties between the two countries are close. Recent Mexican art month management of monetary growth, it relies on other mea-

has much in common with French Impressionism. Mexican law sures.
is largely based on that of France. and Presidents L6pez Portillo The first of these is an open-market operation. based on "Ce-

and Frangois Mitterrand think on similar lines about the duties of tes' (Certificados de Tesoreria-the equivalents of Treasury

the industrialized nations toward the Third World. Mitterrand. Bills), which the Bank of Mexico began in 1978. Up to now,

in fact, was the West's keenest proponent of the recent Canc6n says Mancera. the Bank has been buildine the market for these

Conference. and Mexico is much admired in France. As Mitter- bills--you can't conduct open-market operations until you have

rand said recently. "the world feels it has something to gain a market"-but he feels this market is now "of some signifi-

from Mexico . . . a country that stands out for two notable cance." Cetes held by entities other than the Central Bank itself

characteristics-political stability and economic momentum.' are now of the order of 75 billion pesos (S3 billion)-"which is

The similarities between the two countries economic goals enough to make possible open-market operations large enough

are equally close. In both France and Mexico. today's key eco- to affect credit conditions.

nomic drive is toward growth and job creation. And in Mexico Complementing the Central Bank's buying and selling on the

there is much more than a dash of dirigisme. The state orients open market is a third instrument. "When we want to inject

credit allocation. sets the interest rate on deposits, wholly owns liquidity into the system for a short period," says Mancera, -we

the largest company-Petroleos Mexicanos (Pemex)-and con- have auctions of credit," at which the private banks bid for the

trols hundreds of smaller ones. runs the railroads. electricity and right to loan specified amounts for specified times. The amount

telephone services. and partially subsidizes agriculture. fisher- involved may be three or four billion pesos. and the Bank may

ies and a gamut of basic industries. run several such auctions each week for four or five weeks at a
time, so that it increases credit by 15 or 20 billion pesos (a little

A monetary policy that reinforces less than SI billion) in a month.
government planning The Bank of Mexico feels this method has two advantages

Nowhere is the influence of the government-and of the govern- over the discount window operation traditional in other parts of

ment itself, as opposed to an arm of the government-more ap- the world. In the first place, says Mancera cheerfully, "you can

parent and firmer than in the management of Mexico's money be sure the banks are paying the real cost of money, whereas at a

supply and of the value of its currency. Whereas in the U.S. and discount window you always have the apprehension that you

most industrialized nations. the central bank is a relatively inde- may be giving them a present." In the second place, "it is the

pendent government body, the Bank of Mexico is an integral Central Bank that decides precisely the dose of liquidity in-

part of the ruling administration. The Bank works hand in glove jected"-w hereas in a discount window system. it is the outside

with the Treasury: the Governor of the Bank is appointed by the bankers who decide how much they are going to take.

President of the country for a six-year term concurrent with the If such basic methods suggest the tightness of the Mexican

President's own. Central Bank's control of the fundamentals of liquidity. its re-
Obviously. says Leopoldo Solis. one of the Bank's most sen- cent actions tow ard foreign banks in the country demonstrate

ior officials, this organizational structure provides the Bank of this control more pointedly. "Foreign credit is most welcome in

Mexico with less autonomy-but it produces, in general. close Mexico." says Mancera, "provided the inflow of capital is con-
coordination of policy. -'Both monetary and fiscal policy are di- sistent with monetary policy. " To ensure that it is indeed consis-

recLted from both the Bank and the Treasury.'' lay Solis. The tent. Mexico asks the foreign banks to submit their plans to the

Bank also acts as fiscal agent for the governmient, points out Al- Central Bank-and to do so not just for information but for ap-

rredo Phillips. and the resultant totally coordinated sy stein. in prval.

officials' eves, is immensely beneficial. Says one. ''You don't Bv using strict measures of this ty pe. the Bank has managed
ct the situation you recently saw in the U S.-which has been to keep monetary growth in hand. Romero Kolbeck recently

the bugbear of such economists as Henry Kaufman-of an ex- stated that it had been cut from 40 percent in the early part of
pansionary fiscal policy runninge up against a restrictive mone- 1981 to 33 percent over the last few months-and while such
taty policy :rowth inihit look worrisomely high to theorists from most in-

T he administration thus enw s .i control over monctar pil- dutriai/ied countries. the practical pertorniance of the Mexican
i that is .aailable to ew itadinuntru[ons It Western countries 'eso einst the currencies of most of these counties suggests
nd it makes this controi prn ctkai by pro iding s (:ntrai 1aik that minestors tIind it accptable.

wnit at Out--the-urdinary aray of weapons

[he most powertul is our reserve requirement % Mi- A controlled float

ulMncera. ntmbesr mni At the Cetral Bank le Bank o I hat \leuo has bei ahlc to hold the deyaluition to this order
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spite its inflation rate and despite the summer reduction of its oil

exports, is both evidence of investor confidence and a tribute to

its management capability. It has employed a tightly-controlled

float to achieve a managed downward adjustment that compares

favorably with the leaps and bounds of most major currencies

and very favorably with the dramatic devaluation that took place

under the preceding administration.

The decision to allow the currency to float at all took cour-

age. "All the mentality in Mexico favored fixed exchange

rates." says Romero Kolbeck. And the Finance Ministry s

Silva-Herzog, who says the move was a "qualitative leap,

makes the point that the Bank of Mexico's control of the move

served an important purpose: it has shown people making busi- Miguel Mancera, Bank of Mexico: 'Foreign credit is most wel-

ness and investment decisions in Mexico that they need not be come in Mexico."

afraid of this type of adjustment. "To the extent people can be

reasonably sure that any adjustment will be controlled," he

says. 'they can adjust their own expectations and their business

and investment plans."

The reaction of the business community to the controlled

float proves Silva-Herzog's point. As he points out, private (as

well as public) investment in Mexico has continued to be enor-

mously, and consistently, high-about a 15 percent annual in-

crease. in real terms, over the past four years, so that in 1981 it

accounted for 25 percent of GDP. Herrera of the Banker's Asso-

ciation, noting that "banking activity is based on confidence,"

says that Mexico's method of floating breeds confidence.

"We're happy with the mini-devaluations," he says. And al-

though some foreign commentators. particularly in the U.S., are

exhorting Mexico to take another maxi-devaluation instead, the Alfredo Phillips Olmedo, Bank of Mexico, says that because

Mexican authorities are managing their own business in their we're expecting a bumper crop," Mexico can again be a net

own way-and apparently achieving the results they aim for. exporter offood.

Able and experienced managers
The attention to detail of Mexico's managers requires a degree

of dedication that surprises some outsiders. Many foreigners,

including some foreign financiers, still visualize Mexicans in

the stereotype-sleeping in the sun and talking about tomorrow.

Those who know the country well don't think that way at all

"The notion of Mexican indolence is widespread in North

America, and it's a myth," says banker William Mulholland

Mexico's technocrats, in his experience, "keep hours that

would kill a horse."
Mulholland adds that these managers "are sophisticated and

knowledgeable, and could hold their own anywhere." They

have been thoroughly prepared for their roles. For instance. 61-

year-old J Espinosa de los Reves, o Na Jesds Silva-Her:og. Ministry of Finance: There was enough
y-oldJor ge E ioad o eeDirector-General a- oth to permit a sustained improv ement in the well-being of
cional Financiera, studied at the London School of Economics /ich population ev en dr ing the pre-oi-boom years

under such great theorists as Sir John Hicks and Friedrich von

Hayek-and, before coming to "Nafinsa," worked in Pemex,

the Bank of Mexico, and the Secretariat of the Presidency. Ro-

mero Kolbeck, 58, is a graduate of the University of Chicago.

who spent eight years at the Ministry of Programming and

Budget, two years as Ambassador to Japan, and two and a half

years as head of Nafinsa before coming to the Central Bank. Fi-

nance Minister David Ibarra Munoz, 52. took a doctorate in eco-

nomics at Stanford University, spent two years as deputy to Ro-

inero Kolbeck at Nafinsa, and succeeded him as head of

len of this caliber move in and around the nanagement ot

the Mexican cconomy like tigures in a fornial dance-or. as one

Mexican technocrat put it less revercntly. "like players m a ,,.. . .4,

game ot musical chairs.- loSe AnVel Gurria Trevino. inistry of Finance: Total piblic

One result is continuity ot policv . Lopcz Porti llo was M ini- debt at the endo 19a l ould he paid oft iti around 2 percent

ter ot Finance etore bccomin presidcent \Mieuel de a , Madrid of our proven oil reserier at toda\ s prices.
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ister of Planning and Budget before becoming the presidential trousers-overnight."
candidate, and deputy secretary of the Treasury before that. The consequence has been pressure on prices, and nobody in

Another result is that everyone in high office adheres to the Mexico questions the theory that the growth demanded by pol-
Global Development Plan. Just as the Central Bank and the Fi- icy has been responsible for Mexico's inflation. What they do
nance Ministry "play on the same team" in regard to fiscal and question. however, is the theory that it has been soelv responsi-
monetary policy, all the Ministries, and the most powerful semi- ble. Solis observes that inflation in the rest of the world has
governmental bodies such as Nafinsa. work for the objectives of driven up Mexico's import prices, and he reasons that another
the Plan. As the prospectus for Mexico's most recent fixed-rate important factor in Mexico's inflation will shortly cease to be
borrowing puts it, the Plan is "the cornerstone of the Govern- one: "the increase in public sector investment was mainly re-
ment's economic and social policy." The Plan "identifies na- lated to the thrust to build up Pemex' export capacity-and this is
tional economic and social problems and calls for specific action now almost completed." Phillips argues that a significant part of
by the public sector"-and the public sector takes them. the increase in food prices was due to a factor that should be even

more transient: the weather.
The coordinated goal: sustained growth
Heads of government from Dwight D. Eisenhower to Margaret Curtailment of public spending
Thatcher have lamented the failure of their associates and subor- Mexico. however, is not treating either its inflation problems, or
dinates to follow their wishes. This kind of complaint comes the contradictory problem of the softness of world oil prices, as
rarely from Mexico's leaders. Under the Plan, "The Govern- bad luck. One of the most important risks confronting a country
ment is committed to improving employment opportunities." blessed with oil, in the judgment of 46-year-old Silva-lHerzog of
Meeting this objective will be dependent upon continued eco- the Ministry of Finance, is that "oil permits a country not to do
nomic growth, says the Plan, so everyone in Mexico's govern- what a country should do." If raising employment is at the very
ment is dedicated to growth, and to growth on a sustained, con- top of the list of priorities in Mexico's Plan, lowering inflation
tinuing basis. comes right underneath. According to the prospectus, "the gov-

Gurria says that sustained growth "sums up everything emient does not intend to reduce the rate of inflation at the cost
we're trying to achieve." Sometimes in the past, he says, during of slowing the economy's growth or the creation of jobs," but
the European and Korean wars, for instance, Mexico enjoyed this summer, when the whole economy was clearly under pres-
very high rates of growth for relatively short periods. What it sure, President Ldpez Portillo made the politically tough deci-
must have, he says, and "it's an integral part of the philosophy sion to cut the budget by 4 percent.
of the PRI, and embedded in the Constitution," is sustained In practical terms, says Romero Kolbeck, the effect of the
growth of 6 percent. "You don't have a lot of room to become cut is striking. When the ministries and other government en-
lazy, you need to keep up the pressure all the time," he says em- tities present their orders to retire funds to the Treasury, "they
phatically. Why 6 percent, if population growth is now down to come in with orders for 100, they get 96."
2.7 percent, and should be no more than 2.5 percent by the end The psychological effect may be still more noteworthy. "For
of 1982? The "pyramid" nature of Mexico's demographics, the first time since 1976 we were actually cutting something,"
Gurria explains, with 54 percent of the population under 20, is lays Silva-Herzog. "It was a dramatic gesture as far as we our-
going to bring 3.5 percent more people into the labor force each 'elves were concerned, because it showed us that there were
year for some years yet to come. And since Mexico is in the limits to what we could afford." Moreover, while the cut was 4
happy position-in comparison with many Western countries-of percent for the year, it had the effect of cutting appropriations by
getting productivity gains of around 2.5 percent a year, that 6 double that amount in the second half-because, starting on July
percent growth in jobs is the minimum needed to absorb the ad- 1. the reduction was applied to the whole year's budget.
ditional labor supply. As far as overseas lenders and investors are concerned.

In the last few years, of course, growth has been substan- Silva-Herzog believes the effect on them may be most important
tially higher-it was 8.3 percent in 1980, and approximately 8 , all. "The cut showed the world that we were aware of our lim-
percent in 1981. One inevitable trade-off has come in inflation. i:ations-and it told a lot about the realism of the people running
Consumer prices rose 29.8 percent in 1980, and around 28 per- :"e country."
cent in 1981.

Other trade-offs have come in shortages of skilled personnel,
and simply an excess of demand over supply. As far as the for-
mer is concerned, Leopoldo Solis says that "for the first time in
our history we have stresses throughout the labor market-
professionals and skilled and unskilled labor alike." The
stresses are evident in a large number of economic sectors. too:
Solis cites "construction workers in the larger cities, for in-
stance, coffee-pickers, cane-cutters." Ruben Aguilar. chief op-
erating officer of Banco Nacional de Mexico. S.A. (Banamex).
one of Mexico's largest banks, says there are similar stresses
throughout the banking industry-managers, tellers. every
level.'

The labor shortages have naturally put pressure on wages and
prics. Aguilar observes. as has internal deniand Carlos Ahe-
drop. head of Banco del Atlantico. say, that this demand "'has
been growing too fast for the productiv c capacity of the econ-
omy." Mexico today faces a critical shortage of manufactured
oods, he say ''We'vc been tonverted froim exponrtcrs to imi
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You recently announced plans to borrow a further
$11 billion in the course of 1982. Is the level of your
international borrowings getting to be a cause for
legitimate concern?
First, I believe the Mexican economy is solid enough to continue
to deserve the interest of the world's principal financial institu-
tions.

Second, it's difficult to find any other country with as much
economic and political stability, and as good prospects for long-
term growth. as Mexico.

Third, we have a very solid basis of exports. of oil and other
products, that allows us to maintain external debt at an accepta-
ble proportion of national income. Since 1976. external debt has
been decreasing as a percentage of GNP and from now on our Ibarra Munoz: "Its difficult to

need for foreign borrowing is going to decrease in relative find any other country ith as

terms. We're planning to maintain or even reduce our current ac- Mith eaonom and polical sta-
count deficit. by increasing exports and controlling imports. long-term growth. as Mexsio.

As far as increasing non-oil exports is concerned,
what factors hold you back? whether we can remove import controls depends on two sets of
The most important is that we have an expanding domestic econ- factors: one, an improvement in the international economy,
omy, and the inducement to export is therefore perhaps less than creating more demand for Mexican products: two, our feelings
the inducement to produce for the domestic market. about the need to increase competition in the domestic market.

Second, we've got a high rate of inflation I making our prod- and to foster productivity.
ucts less saleable in the world markets].

Third, we find increasing difficulty in exporting because of You'll agree such controls are inflationary, and
the poor shape the world economy is in. Restrictive measures on you're extremely conscious of the need to bring
imports are being imposed by most countries. industrialized as down inflation. What measures are you taking to get
well as developing. There is a worldwide increase in protection- it lower?
ism. We're using orthodox monetary measures-maintaining very

high reserve requirements and interest rates. And we're concen-
Given your inflation rate, doesn't your support of the trating all the liquidity of the public sector in the Central Bank: if
peso-at what some commentators consider an the liquidity of our public entities were deposited in the commer-
artificially high level-also make it difficult to cial banks, that would increase their credit capacity and there-
increase non-oil exports? fore the money supply.
The strength of the peso is a drawback, but we're trvimg to com- We're also taking budgetary measures. In 1981 we cut the
pensate for it by giving incentives. such as preferential credit budget by 4 percent, and for 1982 we're going to keep public
rates, to entrepreneurs willing to make an effort to export. We sector expenditures at the same level as those of 1981 in real
don't feel we're breaking international trade rules by doing this. terms-the levels of 1981 after the 4 percent cut.
because our incentives have been dropping very fast in recent On topof these, we're taking supply-side measures. trying to
years. break bottlenecks. We've been quite successful in increasing ag-

ricultural production and the fishing catch. and we're looking to
To decrease imports, you've instituted or scc what we can do about other bottlenecks-in milk production,
reinstituted a number of import controls. How long loi instance, and in improv ing the training of the labor force.
do you plan to retain them?
The meaisusC we-re taiking are not designed to take us back Do you expect your budget-cutting to have a
toward a s teI of impor t substiutoni. but to wiipcmnsItC lor seriously adverse effect on another of your key
the trade cri',i that is at ecting the iteriational eConoimy objectives, the increase of employment?

Our preteiece Ii to move toward a more open ecLonois You'll ect a mose tow iard the prisate sector and away from the

prir to thcse :0trol. the etfcltie unount of prOteMen 'A 'ublhe. ht erIall loh rcatuln ws II not he mnmfuly af



You have spoken out forcefully about the need to
decentralize the Mexican economy. Can you
summarize your rationale? 1 7
If you just take a walk around Mexico City, you see the reasons.
The city is reaching a point of congestion where you get increas-
ing costs and diminishing returns.

In our three major cities, Mexico City. Monterrey andIn or thee ajorcites, exic Ciy, Mnterey nd ovember's news that the Bank for International SettlementsGuadalajara, we have two-thirds of all our industrial activity, had moved Mexico up to the rank of number I in international
and we need to use our resources, human and physical, in a more had moved Mexic an of me f tatona

rational way. What we're trying to do is to keep people in the borrowings bothered some Mexican officials, who felt that the

provinces and in the rural areas-and to diminish the tendency of "promotion" was not only questionable, but a dubious distinc-

some of those in our workforce to go to the U.S.-by creating tion. But the size of the country's debt doesn't bother most of the

jobs for them there [in the areas they come from.] bankers who have done the lending. One banker with consider-
able Mexican paper in his portfolio makes the point that any

According to the latest figures in your November country-"even the U.S."-would find it difficult to pay off its

loan prospectus, there has been a significant debts, and that countries are not being asked to do so. "If some-

increase in the percentage of your exports going to one were to hold Mexico's feet to the fire and say they had to pay

the U.S. What is your policy on increasing or off their debts tomorrow, that would be tough for them," he

decreasing the U.S. share? says. Otherwise servicing their debt presents no problem.

We don't decide as a matter of policy to increase or decrease the Bankers, moreover, vote not just verbally but with their

share of our trade as we do with any particular country. What we funds. The rates of interest at which they lend to Mexico have to

are looking for are trading partners with whom we can get the be concrete indicators of how they feel, and the spreads on Mex-

most favorable terms to increase our exports and reduce the cost ico loans suggest they are putting their money where their

of our imports. mouths are. Nobody disputes that the weakness of the world

Trade between the U.S. and Mexico has several advantages, economy has led to a drop in Mexico's anticipated oil earnings

of business conditions and geographical proximity, and in the for 1981-from the $20 billion estimated in a U.S. loan pro-
border area there are important opportunities to take advantage spectus of June 2, to the $13.8 billion expected in that of No-

of complementary factors. What we have on the border now are vember 13. Despite this, Mexico has managed a significant

"in bond" industries. We want to increase these, but we also improvement in its balance of trade. The 1981 deficit will be in

want to put in integrated industries that could supply our internal the area of $1 billion, down from around $3.2 billion in each of

market as well as export to the U.S. For instance, we can pro- 1980 and 1979. At the same time, Mexico's international re-

vide both countries with services that are cheaper in Mexico- serves have risen: at the end of August they reached $10.4

such as the repair of transportation equipment, and consulting billion, up from $7.2 billion at the end of 1980 and $5.8 billion

services in areas such as engineering. * at the end of 1979.
With these financial fundamentals developing so favorably,

it's not surprising that-even when Mexico ran into a series of
well-publicized problems in its oil exports last summer-spreads
on its borrowings remained remarkably thin. Since then, CFE
borrowed $425 million at /2 percent over LIBOR for eight years,
and Nafinsa borrowed $500 million at 5/ percent for eight years.

So many banks want to lend to the
Mexicans, complained one interna-

EXTERNAL PUBUIC DEBT
tional banker, that "it's very tough to
make a dollar on loans to them."

USSMILLION 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 A Baring Brothers-N.M. Roths-
child bankers' acceptance facility for
Pemex in the fall went to £365 million

" " -from a planned £200 million, and the
syndicated loan market tells only half

Debt Guaranteed bythe the story. In the fixed-rate market.
Feera Governme nt 187 195 260 2 0 6'

Mexico did pretty well, too. In No-
vember, the country sold $100 million
worth of five-year bonds at 15"1 per-
cent, and a week later placed a DM 100
million at il percent for seven years.Tot T 5 22 3 3 Both deals "flew very well," accord-

ing to the Treasury's Gurria. He says,
you have to put our debt in perspec-

tive. and what Mexico is paying for its

e today puts It in perspective very

Tota ong and tightly total public debt at the end of

Short-Term Debt ' 8 2 97 3 . 1981 could be paid off with around 2
perccnt of our proven oil reserves at to-
day'-, price,
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The relationship between the Central Bank and the
administration in Mexico Is very different from
corresponding relationships in most Industrialized
countries. What are the advantages, and the
disadvantages, of your system?
The Swiss is the most independent of central banks, followed by
the Bundesbank, then the Bank of England and then the U.S.
Fed. Obviously, from that viewpoint, we come later on the list.

Here, there is a close coordination between the Central Bank and Romero Kolbeck: "The growth
the government: we always accommodate our policy to the rele- of private investment over the

vant policy of the government, and we think that's an important lastfour years in Mexico could

advantagc. -be 
the envy of many industrial-

In the eyes of people in other systems this may not be ideal,
but we think it's beneficial that we're working on the same
track. The Minister of Finance is not just the chairman of our

board, he also has veto power over the Bank's major policy currencies, despite your inflation rate of nearly 30

decisions. In point of fact, however, in our whole history, that percent. What's the secret?

veto power has never been exercised, directly or indirectly. We've been allowing an adjustment over time, letting the peso
go down slowly, while maintaining an interest rate differential.

But aren't there disadvantages, too? So far this year, the rate of devaluation has been 11. 8 percent.

I don't see any serious disadvantages. If we favor one policy and

the Ministry of Finance favors a slightly different policy, we
work together to arrive at a solution that is best for the country as What other measures are you considering to prevent

a whole rather than a solution that suits the Central Bank or any any more drastic drop?

other government body. We would absorb any major fluctuations by using our reserves to

supply any excessive demand for dollars. But we haven't had

any need for such interventions.
Suppose, though, that you became extremely
perturbed about an acceleration of inflation in According to recent tabulations by the Bank for
Mexico, and yet the objectives of the government International Settlements, Mexico is now the
made a continuation of growth appear absolutely number 1 borrower In International markets. If you

necessary. What would you do? put yourself in the position of an International
In a developed country, you can allow yourself the luxury of a lender, are there any circumstances that would cause
[deliberately-inducedI recession. But in Mexico a recession you to lose sleep?
means a lot of people don't get food, so to follow a policy of First, we're not new in the international markets. We've been in
deliberate recession is very difficult. them for 40 years. We've been providing excellent opportunities

The creation of growth and employment is a different prior- for international bankers-we've been among their best clients.

ity here than in the developed countries. It's an objective for us Second. thev've been obtaining excellent results from their

in the Central Bank just as it is for the government. In most financinus in Mexico. We've maintained a great record.
developed countries, the head of the Central Bank does not I hird and some bankers see this as an important factor.

attend the neetings of the counilry's economic cabinet. Here. the e'rc not a one product country, ilthough we now have a high
head of the Central Bank is a member of that inner cabineti producion of 4il. We also export many toodstuffs particularly

know eeryhmne that s ing on in the ecwonmy, and I also can ruits and cegetables. we're aiong the wiold's leading pro-

present my views directly to the Presideni ducers of three or tour mining products. particularly silver:

we've been creatimg a broad infrastiructure tor tourism.

The peso has stood up extremely well against the Fourth. w hile our industri mai not he as big is that ot some

dollar, by comparison with other so-called strong , the big uuusrialized cuntriie a grow mg du
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We've got a very high rate of investment: the growth of private but we've proved we can get ahead even if it doesn't-and if it is
investment over the last four years in Mexico could be the envy in a no-advance situation. it brings us certain advantages, such
of many industrialized countries that have had none. as the tremendous amount of liquidity that results in the interna-

Finally. we have a labor force available and quick to train-so tional markets.
it can respond to our growth and development. Putting in focus the size of our foreign debt. one year of our

oil exports. at $ 14 billion. is equal to 35 percent to 40 percent of
On this point, some foreign bankers see the decline what we owe. So in extreme circumstances we could forbid
of the birthrate in Mexico as among the most imports of everything that wasn't absolutely essential and just
promising economic developments of recent years. use the proceeds of our sales to pay off our foreign debts.
What are the implications? It's also very important [in regard to the debt question] that
It makes the whole situation more manageable. Even though in our change of government is going to be tremendously smooth.
the last four or five years we have been creating more jobs than There won't be any turbulence. The person who has been
the increase of the labor force, the decline of the birthrate is selected as candidate of the official party is well-known for his
important because no country could keep on and on with net job intelligence and for his command of economic and financial
creation if its population kept growing at the rate ours did. matters. He is also very well-known in the financial, banking
Without this tremendous pressure from population growth we and business centers of the world.
will be in a much stronger economic situation.

Do you expect his economic plans to follow pretty
Suppose there were a deterioration in the world closely the line of the present plan?
economic situation. Wouldn't the size of your Of course, this will be up to him. But. since he is the person who
borrowings then become cause for alarm? elaborated this present plan, I think there will be a very close
Of course. we'd like to see the world economy growing again, connection. *

A silver nine at Tcco. Mexico is
the world's leading supplier of
silver, and anong the five lead-
ing producers of sulfur, lead,
zinc, mercury and half a dozen
other minerals.
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in the economia mixta of Mexico today, it's difficult for

foreign investors to define where the public sector's responsibil-

ities end and the opportunities of the private sector begin. Mexi-

cans say, though, that this shouldn't puzzle foreigners. It's diffi-

cult for them, too. One of the problems in his country. says

Victor Manuel Herrera of the Mexican Banker's Association, is lJonso Garcia Macias, Nacional Financiera (Nafinsa), says

that the definition "is not clear enough." his bank's role "is tofill the holes into which private investors
However," he adds with a smile. "it's certainly clearer here are not able to go.

than it is in most other countries." For instance, he says-as do

other private sector bankers-that he sees Nafinsa. the govern-

ment development bank, as more of a collaborator than a com-

petitor. Top civil servants work with the private sector rather "

than, as in many countries, against it. And the system works.

Rubdn Aguilar, the senior executive at Banamex, sums up the

situation: "Both sectors have the same basic objective, to try to

find formulas to resolve the problems of Mexico." The work of

the government development bank, he says, "complements"

what the private banks are doing.

The fact that the marriage of public and private sectors works

doesn't make anyone pretend that it's idyllic. As is the case in

many other countries, the Bank of Mexico lays down what inter-

est rates the private banks can pay on savings, issues govern-
Victor Manuel Herrera. The Bankers Association, comment-

ment paper to support the financial system. and establishes re- ing on Mexicos controlled float of the peso: "We're happy with
sere requirements on the savings they do get. "Questions like the mini-devaluations
these lead to differences of opinion between the Bank of Mexico

and the private banks," says the Central Bank's Deputy General

Director, Miguel Mancera, a little wryly. But both sides under-

stand each other's views, he adds-and. anyway, "every banker

in the world would prefer not to be subjected to reserve require-

ments or to compete with government paper. i

At the same time, institutions like Nafinsa (assets approach-

ing S20 billion) complement the private banking giants like Ban-

comer and Banamex (each with assets of well over 316 billion,

and among the top 25 banks in the Western Hemisphere), in fur-

thering the development of all areas of the economy. The two

sectors, while providing alternatives for the public's savings,

play different roles in that development. What Nafinsa does.

private bankers agree. is provide indispensable financing for aA
areas that have to be developed if the country is to have a sound Ruben Agmlar Bamco uV wnal de Mexico, SA. (Bana-

infrastructure, and if its economy is to be balanced-but on mexi. "The local auto market is doing much better than that of

which the payout may be very long-term. the US."

Encouragingly, this is the way the development bank itself

(which is 51 percent owned by the state. with the rest of its stock

owned by some 3 .000 indis iduals and institutions) sees its ob-

jeetives. Alfonso Garcia Macias who. though only 41, is one of

three deputy directors-general of the huge institution. says its

first role is to --promote key basic industries-such as iron and

steel. cnergy production, heavy chemicals and capital goods.

wAhich are ncessary to the balance of industrial developmcnt,

but wshich do not nceessarily hase high profitability . Another

key part ot this role, he tays, is to support the development of

sllrni miedliuml-ized companiie-, and to advance the de-

cntralization of Mexican industry. hv helping in the establish

ieit ot nes deseloping areas such as idustrial parks and ports-

Summing up this side ot his agenys joh. he says, -it is to till Carlos Abedrop Banoo del Atlantio, sa that Natinsa makes

the holes into w hich private ink cstors ire not able to go it poss ible tor impoies to ote into Mexico and manufac-

In G'ir.a , Mas opinin. 'he cncept reutes ns suiirs irr h pnqi t as tohn'o steel and trat tori.

nthat ',,it I . i :i: mi, m e s w h tprlste -, tor



"The commercial banks can place their funds wherever they Bank or the Government National Mortgage Association, pro-like," he says, "whereas we have to place ours in accordance vides an alternative to the paper of the U.S. itself. Franciscowith the Plan." In general, private sector bankers don't dis- Suarez Divila, 38, a Cambridge University-trained director ofagree: "Nafinsa has a distinct mission," says Aguilar. Nafinsa, notes that the institution is the world's largest borrower
from the Inter-American Development Bank and the Interna-Providing capital for Industrial development tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development. And at theA reading of Nafinsa's annual report. and a quick study of the short end of the market, he observes with some satisfaction it'skind of industrial financing in which it specializes, reveals why also a highly successful borrower-getting an Al-plus ratingit might well be difficult for private capital to do the job ear- from Standard & Poor's when the latter recently revamped itsmarked in Mexico for Nafinsa. The industries are basic indeed: commercial paper classifications, and enjoying 15-20 basisiron and steel and cement, for instance, transportation and fertil- points better terms than some state entities backed by the gov-izer. Macias says Nafinsa holds 92.6 percent of the stock in the emient of France.

country's largest steel company, Altos Hornos de Mexico. The Despite such overseas successes, Nafinsa wants to increasepublic sector as a whole is the majority stockholder in the next the proportion of funds it gets from domestic sources. Some 45two companies, and Nafinsa owns 9 percent to 12 percent of percent of its total funding is now domestic, up from 32 percenteach of them. in 1979. Naturally, this puts Nafinsa in competition with privateFor industries like this- of long maturity," as Garcfa domestic institutions, but "we accept Nafinsa's presence as aMacias terms them-it is difficult to get equity capital almost national necessity," says Herrera.anywhere these days. Capital in any developing country is, al- Notwithstanding the high interest rates they must pay formost by definition, difficult to come by, and Mexicans say Mex- savings-in order to provide the public with a positive returnico is no exception. Carlos Abedrop of Banco del Atlantico says above the inflation rate-and the regulatory inhibitions they
one of Nafinsa's most valuable contributions to Mexico's devel- work under, the private banks in Mexico are doing fine. Bana-opment comes through its participation in industrial projects in mex' Aguilar says the last twelve months have been "very satis-which foreigners are willing to take a share, and for which there factory"-with deposits in the banking system growing faster in
simply isn't the necessary domestic risk capital available. "For- real terms, than GDP assets growing in line with deposits, and
eign companies want to come into Mexico and develop the man- profits rising more rapidly than the inflation rate.ufacture of such products as turbines, stainless steel and trac- Perhaps the fact that the banks are doing so well is as good ators," he says. Before they can do so, Mexican law makes it proof as any that the mixed economy in Mexico is working. Thatnecessary for local interests to put up 51 percent of the total the banking system can function at a profit when deposit interest
equity capital. It's often not possible to raise this from private rates are around 30 percent, and when peso reserve requirementssources, Abedrop observes, "so Nafinsa comes in." are at 41 percent, is something of a tribute to the country'sOne example of the way the system works is the new indus- economic managers.trial group NKS, organized at the end of 1979 to handle casting, The tribute is particularly meaningful because the Mexicans
forging, the manufacture of boilermaking equipment and the as- adapted the system in the late 1970s in the anticipation that verysembly of very large pieces of machinery-thus providing ser- high interest rates were coming, and that these rates would cre-
vices that otherwise do not exist in Mexico. Partners in the ven- ate difficulties for banks ifthe continued the specialization (as,
ture are Nafinsa. the Mexican steel firm Sidermex and Japan's for instance, savings banks or mortgage banking institutions)
Kobe Steel. Initial equity capital is of the order of $100 million, that was then their hallmark. tnder L6pez Portillo, the Central
of which Nafinsa and Sidermex each take 33.3 percent. while a Bank and the Treasury encouraged a transformation of these
partnership between Kobe Steel and the Japanese government specialized private banks into multiple, almost "universal"holds the rest. banks, acting as deposit, mortgage and long-term financing in-Abedrop says another key contribution of Nafinsa is to the stitutions. "We acted as matchmakers," says Mancera, who wasdevelopment of Mexico's capital markets. While these are still one of the major forces in the move, and he adds that the Bank ofsmall relative to those of the U.S. or Japan, they are growing. Mexico is now encouraging further mergers, "to enable allFor example, total equity and money market turnover in 1981 credit institutions in the country to reach a certain minimum sizewas estimated at $4.5 billion, up close to 50 percent from S2.9 -the size needed to get access to the economies of scale that can
billion in 1980. One out-of-the-ordinary Nafinsa activity in this be derived from modern technology. "
area is to act as a market stabilizer. One of its basic objectives. In comparison with the problems of the savings and loan in-
according to its latest annual report, is to "support the stock dustry in the U.S., or with those of the "fringe" banks in the
quotations of basic companies." In 1979, says Herrera of the U.K. in the mid-1970s. or with what is happening in France-Bankers' Association, when the Mexican stock market boomed, where the government finds it necessary to bring more than 90
there was a lot of uninformed bu'ying-followed by a considera- percent of deposits under state control-the Mexican manage-ble amount of equally uninformed selling when the market fell ment of the bankin system looks reasonable. Indeed, Mexico'sback again. Nafinsa reports that, through its Stock Market Sup- management of its mixed economy generally has been skilledport Fund, it operated against the market trend: 'the fund and, to an admirable degree, successful. *bought when prices were falling, to give liquidity .. and sold
in periods of strong upward pressure. as a means of counteract-
ing purely speculative increases.

Raising capital around the globe
Nafinsa'5 other primary. role, however. is to rasc mones .A
Garcia Macias says, "we act as financial agents of the Federal
Government." providing purchasers of Mexican paper w ith an
ilternative to that ot Mexico itself in much the rie \ a. that I
,selnmcwi h mdksed t' S ix'ne . such is the 11is ttI'



Outside Mexico, few understand how Nafinsa
meshes into the structure of the Mexican economy
What are your principal objectives?
We promote Mexico's industrial development by providing part

of the financine in a number of basic sectors-iron and steel.
chemicals and petrochemicals. transportation. mining, pulp and

paper, capital goods. agroindustry and tourism. To obtain the

development and growth of these sectors. we direct a great part Espinosa de los Reves: We have

of our efforts to small- and medium-sized companies-as well eq.u part.cipati.oI in 87 com-
as, of course. to the large companies and industrial groups, be- panies, and in practicallv all of
cause the small- and medium-sized companies provide 70 per- them there are also equity inves-

cent of Mexico's industrial development. torsfrom the private sector."

To fund this role of development bank, you've been Is it fair to characterize your primary areas of

switching a good deal of borrowing from foreign to interest as those of slow payout?

domestic sources. What Is the rationale? It's a basic national objective to reach a balanced economic

There is a general national movement toward greater reliance on growth, to imprave the possibilities of developing all our coun-

national and domestic resources, and our move toward greater try's different natural resources, to spread our growth through-

part of it. In the last four years. out all our different regions and to prepare Mexico for a higher
relince n doestc fiancig is. state of [industrial] development.

the percentage of our funds coming from domestic savings has

more than doubled. With this overall purpose, Nafinsa goes into a lot of areas in

which the possibilities of full development would be limited if

Doesn't this bring you into head-to-head private investors were the only financial participants. However,

competition for funds with your private sector we have to balance the way we employ our resources for na-

banks? And-since you have the backing of the tional purposes with a use of these resources that is economi-

government-do they regard this competition as fair? cally efficient: we also have to look out for the interests of our

In general, the private sector looks on our activities with under- stockholders [Nafinsa is 49 percent publicly owned]. In ourdiv-

standing. because they recognize that a ovemmient develop- idend policy we take into account the need to satisfy these pri-

ment bank is a necessary feature of a mixed economy. Private vate investors in our stock-which has been performing better

bankers recognize that an important part of the savings we get than the stocks of some private institutions.

are channeled to companies that help them develop new projects Despite the fact that you're aiming to increase the

and programs in which the capital is wholly private. percentage of your funds raised domestically, you

recently entered the U.S. commercial paper
Wouldn't the private sector banks prefer to be market. What was the thinking behind this move?

financing these companies themselves? The main object is to diversify our foreign sources. We see this

The'y also recognize that we provide funds and backing for the away to tap another large financial market that may be able to
development of companies in region' and industriSC into which become a significant prov ider of funds to us at competitive cost.

private banks just wouldn't want to go. We give priority to pro- As we're operating soundly Natinsa ha' received top ratings

jects and programs that have high social priority but that are not fron both Moody's and Standard & Poor's , we think this new
necessarily vcry profitable. We run risks that private 5cctor source will expand. I'[he company started in April with a $200
bank are not willing to take So. within the overall ecooneic million program. through A.G. Becker and Kuhn Loeb Lehman

framew ork of Mexico. we omplement their efforts- Brothers, and w eit to -S00 million in November.]

Do you give the private sector a chance to participate? If the world situation deteriorates, in economic

We aia% m ite private incstors to omie in. We, base gmt% terms, how will you be able to continue your

ParIcipanonn in S7 ompanics and in pranically all o thcim development program?

there are als equity invest ors from the private 'ector. In a numi. We'r e not im ilprovising our deselopm cnt: we've been preparing

her of instances, it'' the private investors who invite us into a it tor decjade It the world situation doe' not iniprove, certaimly

comin ,s 'o -,irry iut an expAin'.in Or a new venture The only our pr hlems il! deepeni But w lien it does imprse. we'll have

Ai r ' 1 -o! In ' thr' Ti cr11':' iid. '' 'l to .' c t t h.. II p'~t .it



stage of development than many developing countries, and
we're in a better position than most because of our progress in
reaching a more diversified economy." He notes that a continu-
ation of improvements in production will allow a reduction in
food imports. In general, too, Mexico can fall back, he says, on
"this very large domestic market, of which the purchasing
power is growing very rapidly." Rub6n Aguilar, a top executive
at Banamex, gives an example of what this means in practice:

-_ - - "The local auto market is doing much better than that of the
U.S., even though prices are high and interest rates very high."

46 6All this augurs reasonably well for Mexico if the interna-
If the world sinks into a depression, Mexico will have prob- tional situation stays sour, and very well for Mexico if it turns

lems," says a leading French political economist. But, he adds up. But Mexicans are extremely aware that, whatever happens
with Cartesian logic, "who won't?" in the rest of the world, they face plenty of problems. They're

Victor Manuel Herrera of the Mexican Bankers' Association busy, at the moment, putting together possible solutions, and
puts the world problem in Mexico's perspective: "If the world these will be incorporated into the next Global Development
economy failed to grow for more than a year or two, it would be Plan, which is expected to cover the full 1982-1988 administra-
difficult-not only for us but for the world as a whole." The situ- tion of the next president of Mexico.
ation is already disastrous in most industrialized countries. In
the U.S., near the end of 1981, unemployment was already run- Continuing a moderate course
ning at 8 percent-the highest since the worrisome winter of Nobody knows yet what the plan will be. It's the product of a
1975. In the European Community, it was already at its highest prolonged process of consultation, says the Finance Ministry's
since figures were first compiled. In countries such as Belgium Gurria, between the candidate, de la Madrid, and all the people
and France, social scientists worried about the ability of the so- whom he addresses and with whom he consults: this during the
cial system to stand the strain. In Britain, last summer's riots long vote-getting campaign in which, despite the near-certainty
made them worry that it was past the breaking point. of the result, he is engaged. However, most authorities are pretty

Meanwhile in Mexico, nobody is fooling himself that oil has confident of some of the broad lines the plan will follow. "There
made the economy immune. "We don't live on an island: we're are two main schools of thought in Mexican macro-policy,"
integrated into the world," says Espinosa de los Reyes, head of says Fernando Arias, an economist at the Bank of America. One
Nafinsa, "and our present problems will deepen if the world sit- is conservationist (as far as oil is concerned), and one expan-
uation does not improve." sionary, "but both aim at this same goal of maximization of

At the same time he points out that Mexico "is at a higher employment.

The steel ingots being produced
at this recently completed facility
in Puebla are the result of a de-
velopment drive that has doubled
the capacity of Mexico's steel in-
dustry in recent years.

Source: PEMEX Bank of Mexico
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Arias characterizes de la Madrid as "extremely responsible, Mexico Governor Romero Kolbeck says frankly that "it will
and very knowledgeable about the problems of fast economic take many years" to solve his country's employment problems:
growth," and believes he will steer a middle course. "The can- "we can't absorb all those who are underemployed except over
didate," says one international financier, "breeds confidence in time, and we can't keep those previous 8 percent rates of devel-
the breasts of bankers the world over." opment constant." However, he is confident-as are other econ-

A middle course should sit extremely well with various sec- omists such as Arias, outside Mexico as well as in-that the prob-
tors, including business people such as Carlos Abedrop of the lem is under control. One way Romero Kolbeck sees of
Banco del Atlantico, who feel Mexico's GDP has been rising too alleviating it is by channeling resources to those sectors-
fast. "The addition of demand has been too great for the produc- agriculture and smaller industrial companies-in which there is a
tive capacity of the economy," he says. Silva-Herzog thinks low coefficient of investment per job created.
"we would be in a situation where we would get more sustain- Solis, the Central Bank's chief economic theoretician, says
able growth if we were to grow at a slightly lower rate than that that "at 6 percent, GDP growth will keep job creation high
of the last three or four years." Leopoldo Solis of the Bank of enough to absorb the increase in the labor force-and a little
Mexico believes growth is already slowing, and that the impact more." And he says training programs instituted under L6pez
of demand on the economy is being cushioned, partly because of Portillo will be helping to get rid of some of the manpower bot-
the mid-1981 cutback in the budget, partly because public sector tlenecks in the economy, and at the same time put more people
spending was coming down anyway. "I look for real GDP in higher level jobs. The programs are designed to turn out
growth in 1982 and 1983 to be lower than what we have been get- badly-needed mechanics, tractor drivers, carpenters, electri-
ting"--on the order of 6 percent, against around 8 percent." cians-"all sorts of technicians."
Without the budget cutback, he'd have expected 6/2 percent real
growth in each of the next two years. Decentralization as a continuing policy

Solis says the easing off of the expansion of public spending One of the most worrisome bottlenecks, officials say, has been
and investment will have significant effects in reducing infla- the tendency of industry and labor to concentrate geographi-
tion. At the same time, some of the investment will pay off in cally. Finance Minister David Ibarra Mufioz says decentral-
greater productivity, thus alleviating some of the inflation it has ization is a major goal of Mexico's government; it is giving
already created. numerous and substantial incentives to industry to locate or relo-

cate outside the valley of Mexico City.
Lower inflation, higher employment In a dramatic demonstration of the way this move is under-
One way and another, Mexico's inflation should be coming way, Banamex will by 1984 relocate its strategic headquarters in
down near the 20 percent level in 1982. But will there be another Queretaro, more than 100 miles from the capital. Nafinsa has
trade-off from the slower growth, in terms of a slowdown in job also decentralized itself, by acquiring Banco Internacional,
creation? Can Mexico continue to create enough jobs? Bank of which has 400 dispersed offices, and by a conscious effort to

Oil storage facilities of Petroleos
Mexicanos (Pemex), now pro-

Antonio Enrique- Savignac, duce almost three million barrels
Petroleos Mexicanos (Pemex): of crude oil a day. Mexico ranks
"Many of our problems are fourth in the world in both
problems most companies current production and proven
would love to suffer from." reserves.
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bring in more funds through outlying branches. And it is playing in the territorial waters of) Mexico. Pemex has grown from a
a key part in getting industry decentralized. by helping in the substantial company, with sales of around $3 billion at the be-
establishment of companies such as NKS in the country's new ginning of L6pez Portillo's administration, to one of the biggest
industrial ports-Lazaro Cardenas, Salina Cruz, Altamira and businesses in the world. With 1982 anticipated sales worth, at
Laguna del Ostion. today's prices, around S25 billion, it will be one of the dozen or

Nafinsa director Sudrez Ddvila says the development of so largest businesses-about as big as General Electric, and sub-
these ports (the first two on the Pacific, the others on the Gulf) stantially bigger than Shell Oil.
has been a key initiative of President L6pez Portillo. One part of "Many of our problems are problems most companies would
the rationale is to get industry away from the central highland love to suffer from," says Antonio Enriquez Savignac, deputy
plateau and nearer the sea, where logistics are more favorable finance director of Pemex, who notes that his company pres-
and an export orientation more natural. Another is to get in- ently has to keep control of 1,577 "significant-sized" projects,
creased symbiosis between the private and public sector indus- costing around $20 billion (of which some $4 billion will be
tries. This is happening, for instance, says Sudrez, at Altamira, spent in 1982). One example of Pemex' success is its reduction
which is near Monterrey: "All the big private sector groups- in the percentage of its natural gas production that is flared
Alfa, Hylsa and Visa, for example-which have important oper- away: from 24 percent in 1976 to less than 1 percent today-the
ations in Monterrey, will be setting up plants in Altamira." lowest percentage economically feasible-on land operations,

Laguna del Ostion and Salina Cruz will play important parts and, says Enrfquez. Pemex is installing huge compressors that
in the widening of what has been, occasionally, a bottleneck will bring the percentage flared offshore down to the same level
costly to Mexico's economy: the loading of export oil. Just as early in 1982. Much of the gas is now becoming petrochemical
bad weather in the Persian Gulf has frequently delayed and feedstock.
sometimes halted loadings of Saudi and Iranian crude, storms in "As a medium- and long-term goal," says Enriquez, Pemex
the Gulf of Campeche have held up shipments from Mexico. Ac- is aiming to complement the export of crude with that of finished
cording to the prospectus of a recent bond sale, Pemex lost more products-adding value and creating jobs within Mexico. With
than $500 million of contracted oil exports in 1980 because of this in view, the company is in the process of constructing one
this problem. major new refining complex and doubling the capacity of three

existing ones, as well as building no fewer than 51 new petro-
The meteoric rise of Pemex chemical plants. "When you look at the time it takes just to de-
Pemex officials are quick to point out, though. that press reports sign a plant like La Cangrejera," a monster that will be among
of this and other Mexican oil problems normally overlook two the world's largest petrochemical producers, "it is a terrific
key considerations. One is that, with the investments that have technical achievement to get it three-quarters completed in four
been made, particularly in Campeche, the loading difficulty is years or so." But this is what the Mexicans have done: La Can-
coming under control. The other is that this and other difficulties grejera is already producing, and it will be fully operational in
are the penalties of a rate of development that has been, in the 1982.
truest sense of the word, extraordinary. Of the four "super-gi- Another major Pemex goal, Enriquez notes, is to increase
ant" oilfields that have been discovered in the world in the last government-to-government deals: "What Mexico is looking for
ten years, one is on the North Slope and the other three are in (or is to make our sale of oil part of an overall economic relationship

with a given country." Mexico's dealings with Japan, to which
it now sells 100,000 barrels a day, demonstrate what he's driv-
ing at. A visitor looking around Mexico City's top hotels today
has the impression that there are as many Oriental as Western

MAJOR PETROLEUM EXPORT MARKETS or s business visitors, and President L6pez Portillo noted in Novem-
ber that a 131-man Japanese trade delegation was the first mis-

1978 199 1980* 193* sion to come to Mexico to buy and not to sell. Herrera says the
- - Japanese have shown themselves to be "excellent partners-

Brazil 7,669 30 8 153,030 - they're highly reliable, and they look for permanent rather than
temporary relationships." And Nafinsa's Suarez notes that

France 2 6'there's a great deal of complementarity between the two na-
r ' tions: they get from us oil and a range of basic goods, from cot-

Israe t0 r 4 ,9387 ton and fruits to the big salt deposits in Baja California, plus
products that have input such as petrochemicals." In return, he
adds, Mexico gets two valuables that will help solve many of itsJapan 49 24 problems-Japanese investment and technology.

Of course. as Ibarra Munoz notes, Mexico's major trading
Spain 72-7 9 partner will, for the conceivable future, continue to be the U.S.

But Mexico* Increasing trade with Japan illustrates its efforts to
United diversify in every sense-in the direction of its trade, in the fund-

mg of its debt, in the broadening of its Industrial base. Mexico is
determined to take ad.vantage of its blessine of oil. but it is
equally deternincd to Lrow . en it oi ee to he the honanza

Tota :~it has been in 'he 19E .
're no an mi :conoiy . we're an economy with oil.'' is

'he w ay Romenr Kolheck puts it Mexico's oil shock this sum-
ncr may turn out to have been a blessin m disguise, because it

JconstraeJ ind cfontimeue to demontrate that. with or without
n ku~ ri :'.c.' \L sico .an :tia1', 1t
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen (Through: Mr. Ernest Stern 9 u DATE:February 10, 1982

FROM: Nicolas Ardito Barletta

SUBJECT: My Recent Trip to Mexico

While in Mexico, I had very useful conversations with President
Lopez Portillo, Mr. David Ibarra, Secretary of Finance and Public Credit,
Mr. Francisco Merino Rabago, Secretary of Agriculture and Water Resources,
and Mr. Gustavo Romero Kolbeck, Director, Banco de Mexico.

President Lopez Portillo sends you his best regards and is
looking forward to your visit to Mexico in early March. I congratulated
him on recent difficult decisions on economic policy, such as accelerating
the crawling peg of the peso from 13 to 20% per year; increasing domestic
fuel prices, interest rates, and prices of other public goods; as well as
the restraints established by reducing money supply and the public sector
investment program. He acknowledged he would have preferred not to have
to take such actions in his final year but accepted that they are necessary
for the well-being of the Mexican economy.

Mr. Romero Kolbeck provided more details on the decisions they
are making in this political year such as the desirability of accelerating
somewhat more the crawling depreciation of the peso and of accelerating
slowly the pace of subsidy reductions; and the ongoing struggle to reduce
public sector investment and hold the line on the approved level of the
1982 budget. Both the Secretary of Finance and the Banco of Mexico
estimate that the economy will slow down this year as a result of those
actions and other circumstances and such effect will help to slow down
inflation and reduce the balance of payments deficit.

As you know, inflation was about 28% per annum in 1981 and the
balance of trade deficit increased significantly requiring larger than
anticipated external borrowings by Mexico. Several international banks
and investors (including ourselves), as well as Mexicans had expressed
concern at such a turn of events, and Mexican authorities realized they
could no longer ignore the overvaluation of the peso and the inflationary
impact of very large fiscal deficits due in part to a) an ambitious
investment program and b) extremely generous subsidies of all kinds.
The Mexican authorities began implementing policy actions last July
(i.e. the crawling peg, 4% reduction in 1981 current expenditures) and
have increased such actions with the measures referred to above. They
need to be encouraged to continue taking such smoothed-out actions to
avoid political problems but also to correct the potentially serious
economic imbalances. More of this in the briefings for your trip.
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Secretary Ibarra was specially concerned about recent World

Bank policies, which he considers not favorable to Latin American

countries. He was friendly but very direct in his comments, given our

long standing personal friendship. He commented that the recently

approved graduation policy, the planned reduced level of lending to the

Latin American region, the higher effective interest rates and front-end

fees and the turning down of the chairmanship of the Central American

Development Group were consecutive actions that raised questions in

Mexico, as well as other Latin American countries, concerning the attitude

of the Bank towards the region. I think he feels especial responsibility

and concern about those issues as chairman of the Development Committee.

Obviously, I explained with our Bank reasoning that those actions are not

meant to reduce Bank support for Latin American development and that each

one of them has its own independent rationale given the difficult present

circumstances for the Bank. I also urged him that some of these issues,

such as graduation and total level of lending, should be discussed by

Latin American Governors and their ED's directly with their colleagues

from Part I countries. It is very likely that he and perhaps even

President Lopez Portillo may raise those issues with you.

I thought these matters were sufficiently important to inform

you immediately of the results of my conversations in Mexico.

Otherwise, the Mexicans have been very pleased with the recent

levels of lending to Mexico, as well as with the composition of such

lending and with the economic studies that the Bank is making to maintain

a strong technical dialogue with them.

NArditoBarletta:cf
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March 18, 1982

Dear Chucho:

Thanks so much for your note and for
leaving the photo albums. The pictures are
great and will be fine mementos of our

enjoyable visit to Mexico.

By now you have my wire and again let
me tell you how delighted all of us are
that you have received such high---and
well-deserved---regognition by your Government.

Peggy joins me in congratulating you and
in w.shing you the very best in the years to
come. We look forward to seeing you again
soon.

Sincerely,

t vi. rIusen

His Excellency Jesus Silva Herzog
Secretary of Finance and Public Credit
Palacio Nacional
Mexico City 1, D.F., Mexico

HH:bli
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Mexican biJ4or El Salvador
role as U.S. isolation growsBy ILLIAM CHISLEIT WN ME"IC CIY AND DAVD TON"G INLONDiONMEXICO has warned~ the US. tha of the Faaui~ ht~ R dol'yn t qn

miiayintervention in Cenra FrVot as Q '¶U$.ti rieeesen Ielr~o WItbDIC e fblags jeartcawould be a "gigantic' his- tive" of thea Saadorean people. ex i st eantorical error, and offered itself as The Mexico challenge ecxs ta etr `onywihba nan intermediary to promote nego- Te Me i comes at a e at l the main
tiaion onth fat-dteror when Washington is dsper- nou coun wh bh has antations On the fadeteriorating ately trying to a-ep the l , une that it wail send ,situation in the region. toda Sbr 'pte51a tte edo i hc ~~SrJose Lopez ortll, the Mebl- grou to As t -ca rsdntold a rally Of 50,000 and politically ahead of, 4t"Y - VAadimf~~m oin Managua, the capital of Sandin- ton y it has a 4 *ez l a2Lt -n

ista-led Nicaragua, that Mexico t hs called for Mafeh ecom the es ig, thie Organisa-
wished to bring e l Salm ketr e The ee or Ofeicetaedor, wherbear'ebl Evarbaske polet'a Ulion t to i aoskilled over 30,000 people. Poli uon to El Salvadors the ns are im-

He repeated his caln for A problems. t despite a yeas in- portnt in themselves, and, moeHe epete hi cal or ngo- tense dip~lomatic pressure, the Hiea. tion shul not bewmanrtiated and to the fighting beteen Rea that ha -
ivt win the backing of its Western al this i rouO jmilitary junta and left-wing rebels, lies for the elections and for it pol- or a Left uf Ofth Salvad.ding tat El Salvador Presentd for the e~ eef tion andM rr itspoan that El teSlao. rsne cy Of refusing to negotiate with th.tician nteeetes~

Sr Lopez te Sp guerrillas, who now control an estj- ha ien nhe asat Ar by
Mexi's strtlle was mated quarter of the country. lean Salvadora aray
Policy iStrongest challenge to US. Yesterday, Belgium joined Den- such a ladoe

su C hentral America since last mark, Greece, the Netherlands * asosummer, when it joined wt the West Germany and Canada n - one of the leaders the juntarance wnirhcognsedngoaeriins th e-
ewSocialist admninistration in fusing to send observers to the elec- until he was i f OctdoutbUe 1x-Frnein recognising the guerrillas tions. fiance was apparently not treme RightredOt yth x



William Chislett in Mexico City findspn sy calm after last week's peso devaluatio,

Lopez Portillo plays forlgh economic stakes
MEXICO IS deceptively calm at between *2baand $3bn over The econe went into reces.

JseE1W'tOg last week's devalua- sth, ttwo months alonelasie s after te t
tion of the peso, carriekI out in Sn Iae L e ia~Irnment waappt

pttempt to avert 4 major * ?tered CmAain. wec e
Th~ne onlyis o utrd s that,! I wte "of uneasy calm which s v " V 1, he t

comes before a storm, expensive short-term borrow- Mexico, the fourth largest pro-
The only outward sign that to0 ingg, ducer, cannot pump its way out

something dramatic ha hap- The Mexican economy, which of the crisis as it did five years
pened is that Mexicans are 20 Debt - Oil & bI 5 for the past four years has ago by turning up the oil valves.
stocking up their larders in -Pug| &CW ) grown rapidly, assisted by oil The economy is already depen-
preparation for a surge in revenues, is now going to have dent on oil for 75 per cent of

Many families spept 0 0 to make some very difficult its exports and is structurally
h eekend hunting out. Im- 30 1 - .2 adjustmen$s.-made more diff- imbaianced and over-heated.
ported consumer goods, like cult by the fact that there Is an Far these reasons, the private
whisky and electrical appliances, 9- 10 election this year, sector will be cutting back on
to beat price rises. Some super- a - Under the Government's pro- investment. Companies with
markets have withdrawn im- f gramme of political reform, the high dollar debts are in a deli.
ported items, and sales of cars 7 - Left is challenging for the first cate position.
and homes have been suspended time the Institutional Revemn- Publie-sector expenditure will
anti the peso stabilises. tionary Party (PRi), which has also have to be sharply pruned,

'Mere has been no panic- . 2 ruled Mexico for the past 52 probably by more than the 3
stricken run on the banks, as years. The Communists have per cent announced so far, to
happened in 1976 when the peso 4 leioounce the cool the econonty.
was devalued by 40 per cent. "d-t . a ill try to T1he Central Bnk's annual
On Monday banks continued to - italise t vxY resulting dis. report, due this Thursday, will
trade the peso in the 37-38 to contet . . probably announce that last
the dollar range, a 30 per cent The price cut (*ased a loss of cans to have faith in the 4evaluatin Year's publie-sector deficit was
drop sie the currency was confidence 4a L patked off country and not to take out s on a e a massive 1.1 per cent of
foated. eountry's Innation capital' outd $t the their money. d O GDP-neagry double the target.
rate is expected to rise sharply, Government continued to live Mexicans, therefore, roalised . ade on This year's goal Is 8 per cent.
however - and it had already beyond its meal and Oushed up that a devaluation was possible a success in nre. The Government will come
been estimated at aibout 30 r its external d. by$14bn over which may explain the feeling int ths ad al austerity under presure from the privateR"Asateds which it.S Intrduce Woctol!i ease price controlscent this year, after 28 per cent the year to M4,7btn at the end of calm. Sr Lopez Portillo's de- m rit - c tee
in 1981. of 1981. Most of this debt was fence collapsed last week when ast was The r e g y and fromi trade unions to grant

The devaluation has beetr in contracted after the oil price re• it became clear that th aS rthe-board emeygency hher wages. Businessmen and
he offing since Mexico had to ductions. country's reserves, whi workers think in dollar terms
educe sharply the price of Its President Jose Lopez Portillo totalled $10.3bn last August 3 Pot cent Cut in the since the Mexican economy Is

eXports lat June. losing repeatedly said last year that (the last official figure) wer Pesos2@m (about I4.bn) so closely tied to the U.S.
ibn (£3.2bn) In oil revenues as he would "defend the pea& like rapidly dwindling. budget. Tade union hhaeers have
result. a dog." He appealed to Kgl- Capital outflows are estimated The stakes are higher tha ir3 d begn to make noises

they were in 1970, TI*he M this direction. They may- ____________ growth since then has r-t tal a s Successfully did in
raised expectations which foran extraordinary in-clearly have to be reduced, in the minimum wage,This year, groes do sigts p roAt againgt the trade
duct (GDP) is expected to grOw -unions and the private sector
by about 4.5 per cent, some $ over wages and prices would be
points less than 1981. This disastrous for Mexico. The
means that the 800,000 new lobs Government's en'ergies will be
needed because of the rapid severely taxed over the next
incease in populatiotn will not few Weeks in preventing battle
be 6eted. linda, from being drawn up.
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MEXUICO C r b on
R months of delay and soul-searchlng, Preid-

dent Reagan last week unveiled hi p to pro-
mote enomic developmenat and fight Commu: Poc
nism In the Caribbean basin. It was new, he sai. the

Instead of the "good neighbor" policies of the past, Wash-
Ington would be "a tr'efriend and brother" to the region.

But'to Latin Americans in the Washington s e by the
and south of the border, including the many who pliWly in Pent ,
praised the program, the speech had a familag In

' =83 Presdent Monroe warned Europeans thato 40"4" Cubpis
"to extend their system to any portionof this hamtwpham"
would be cnsidered a hostie act. On WrIneeftyn Mr. wae
Reagan warned that "a new kind of entaam . .s ts the
tablished footholds onAmerican soll. . .th

Between the Monroe Doctrine and the emerging Rea. mann u g 1of
gan doctrine, the touchstone of United States policy has WveY*fA34ndt
beents refusal to allow any outside power toaheae Its ftw P6
dominatan of the region. The peple of Cential America toC*n"0i
and the Caribbean have learned over the last 1N years a am sens
that Wahingtom pays most attention to their coulris 't Pridnt

Swheti alarmed at extreregional hintrvention Preset pegsfdd
,ebuilt on the premise that the roots of the area's etherCU ra
beIn the Soviet Union. Jo nsnent 20,M'

10 the most practical sense - putting aside bnaman smoterarebltalI
-tadka banulses - the area has little intrinsic economic Vienam drew

hr the United States. It does, however, have great perioaeglect to
importance. Mr. Reagan's strong language last PredentCarti

wek, promising to do whatever was "prudent and neces- rights polcy that
sary" to ensure stability in the area thus revived the spec. ships to ee reprts
ter of two dozen past United States military Interventions. of the Niaraguan r
1be Presiden insisted, however, that Washington would quiesced in its det
not "follow Cuba's lead In attempting to resolve human steps toward rea
problems by brute force," but would promote democracy eventamtsiiethe b
and fight "totalitarianism" h economic aid and incen- rica and theSovietI
tives as well as mulitary support. American detente

Washington'soffer "to belp our neighbors realise free. todes toward social
dom, justice and econamic progress" comes at a time kigton also beams
when rhbellions against dictatorship and poverty are well pan rentution. IM

way inGuatumala as well as El Salvador. Critics of part for the junta 1
the policy argued that Mr. Reagan's package was too lit- 17even after reb
tie, too late, and addressed neither the main causes nor the the regime's emph
main symptoms of the region's crisis. Ig ett guerrIll

The package of aid and investment incentives is strength in Guaten
aimed at the private sector and Its success depends on in- of revolution, send
vetrsability and willingnme to create new exports. But the Salvadoran leI
civil war in El Salvador and political uncertainty else- last January. That
where in the region are hardly enticements to risking capi- tration's tough poll
tal. Not surprisingly, the governments of the region feel Ayearlaterl
they need assistance more urgently. They must cover the Ing the Salvadoram
balance-of-payments deficits brought on by high Interest lating - and pert
rates, large oil Import bills and low world prices for offee and Gronaa. Lath
and suger. Costa Rica, for instance, with a popuition of will def leftist Ir
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46pez Portilo Urges Talks on Region
y ALMAN RIDING R an had approved Cuba an the United St the Salva.SplanstodewYstaion th Nicaraguan d a conflict, aeMANAGUA, Nc g Feb. 21- revolution. sThe most s id "he gua. Mr. L6pez Portillo made these

Preident Js~ tpe Portilo of Mexico went on, "is that when Presidn Re&, points:"began a majorInitiative today to reduce oa was asked if they were true, instead 9He said that last November's meet.

oitMAAUA tNsi~ nCnraa Peb of aswetiong ThrepontseibNilt ad ugan M icolityn btee SecrfeNtara.o
with the warning that this could be the seriousness, he said, 'N commentd"' St Alexander M. Haig Jr. and Cubas"last opportunity" fo avoid a "confla. Speaking just 16 hours after a bomb Vice President, Car s Rafaelgration"intheregion. inside a suitcase killed four baggage Rodriguez, opened the way for a dia-Speaking before a huge crowd during handlers at the Managua Airport, Mr. logue between Washington and Havana.a one-day visit here, Mr. Lopez Portillo Ortega added, "We have every right to "We strongly accept the possibility thatcalled for a broad process of negotia- think that this bombing is not unrelated Mexico Play a more active role in this'tions to bring peace to El Salvador and to the covert operations of the United contet,"he added ato improve United States relations with States Government." e On El Salvador, Mr. Lpez Portilloboth Nicaragua and Cuba. He added President L6pez Portillo came to said that the Possibilities of a negotiatedthat Mexico was willing to act as a con- Managua today - it was his third visit solution were fast shrinking. "Betweenduit to promote an easing of tension. here in two years - in order to receive elections without negotiations and noeAddressing "my good friends of the the "Order of Augusto Cesa rndi" gotiations without elections, there is aUnited States," the Mexican President in thanks for Mexico's recent aid to compromise solution , the is asaid that a United States intervention in Nicaragua. Today marked the 4th an- added, "This solution, he sai Hethe region would be a "gigantic histori- niversary of the murder of General toallinterst on can be submitted
cal error" and he stressed that eetinSniowhfugtar Gnratollnerested Parties for discussion."cl Saraor and heicrs at events in Satsno, Who fought against a United 9on Nicaragua, Mr. L6pez Portillo of-El Salvador and Nicaragua "do not rep- states Occupation force here in the early fered a three-point strategy. First, theresent an intolerable danger for the fun- 19S and whose name was adopted by United States should renounce any
damenta interests and national s. the Sandinst National Liberation Front. threat or use of forte against Nicara-curityof the United States." Poor and Oppressed Peoples gua; second, once Nicaraguan exile'A Position to Provide Guarantees' In his address, Mr. L6pez Portillo bands are disanned in Honduras andOn El Salvador, he referred indirectly sounded a conciliatory note, stressing forbidden from training in the Unitedto United States concern that a negoti- that the "dramatic convulsions" affect S N sul "ated solution to the war could lead to a ing Central America were-the result of n Y arnounce the acquisition ofMarxist takeover and added, "Mexico "misery, tyranny and oppression" and ans and aircraft and reduce the sid, ofand Other friends and allies of the could not be inserted "into the terrible tarn y, and thirn , Nicaragu OuldUnited States would be in a position to dichotomy of East against West orca cntprovide guarantees on this point." talism against socialism." II United States and with its negidgiSenior Mexican officials said Mr. He went on: "The Central American FManagu, I make an apal toL6pez Portillo s initiative reflected his and Caribbean revolutions are, above eoe and govenuents," he casnod-concerti Over the heightening of tensions all, the struggles of poor and oppressed Oethe spodl Teofin the region and his belief that Mexico Peoples to live better. To say they are PaIt ar untible. coeuengiv ofalone could serve as a bridge between something else and to act as if they were failur a Unthinkable. Let us give our-the polarized forces. is counterproductive: you finishup svesonelastopportunity."
During today's ceremony, the coordi- achieving what you wanted to avoid."

nator of Nicaragua's ruling junta, Dan- The Mexican President also pointedly Lebanon Premier in Riyadhiel Ortega Saavedra also announced a urged the Sandinists to preserve politi- BARAIN, Feb. 21 (Rete) -five-point peace pn that included new cal freedom and pluralism. "To my San- Prime Minister Shaf al-WaRen ofnegotiations with Washington, nonag- dinist friends, I say, continue along this Pre arrived in Saudi Arabia todaygression pacts within Central America path, which is the one chosen by your at the start of a Persian Gulf tourfarand the setting up of joint border patrols people." talks on the worsening situation in howith neighboring Honduras and Costa The time had come he said, to make taHktryn He was quoted by the SaudiRica. public "the broad lines of a realistic, re- Press Agency as saying atRlyadh air-In addition, Mr. Ortega reiterated the sponsible and pondered alternative to port that the main aim of his trip Was toSandinist regime's commitment to pre- the conflagration that will inevitably explain tthe dangers facing Lebanonserve political pluralism and a mixed occur if serenity and concord do not and the challenges which a imposedeconomy and "to hold democratic elec- prosper' on it by the Israeli enemy, which dailytions at the latest by 1985." He stressed that it was essential for thrbate Israel e e a ilyall parties to make "real concessions" ens to occupy south Lebanon."
nutendinist ceomnrts tao de in separate negotiations on the three keynounced "insistent reports" that the points of friction - relations between DO NOT FORGET THE NEEDIESTI
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MexicQ Outlines Stabii zation rogam
Tin,7W~t TI. tion parties and laborppsr botthe "b"ua aggatin Dreltion to major ,i took the decliim It was not a good

devaluation, the nnce minister World C The alternatI be masur, but it was the least bad.
MEXICO CITY, Feb.21-'The Mei- pro=dsed that the Govermnt would added,wad be a drastic slowdown of After a 40 percent devaluation of the

Ican Government has a ced a maintain controls t basit po CsIc actvitY tosustain the peso. peso In August 1976, the Mexican econ-
packeof economic measures, in- It a "d of thrivate sector to omy went Into a serious recession,

economic mesues woul ~d permit went_
cluding a cutback in public spending, ments. "We do not w ageg a Medie's Mn major devaluaton since marked by both inflation and unem-
aimed at stabilizing the economy fol- a n t r the w aight of the 196appears tobave bemn one of relief ployment, until rising oil production

last week's 30 percent devalua- ,,ad becau Wooded monts of uncer- economic activity in 1978.

tinofth Mxl~rNI prn icatonel pesw taity abook the stabiliy of the peso. Thursday's devaluation provoked a
tiMnac Msiniste David barra newt cfrc Fi 2 -IF ' im adjutment some- wave of criticism from labor leaden
My tha that a news conference Fri- annonnemment of an Q U00e,s d Mat Roi, vice president who demanded an emergency wage in-
day that the economy would grow be. "at namemat dral Electric deMexi- crease and a price freeze. Angel Olivo

tween 4.5 and 5 percent this year, as we can ugthe Inat of Id ,"and this does not change our long- Soils, head of the Revolutionary Work-
about two percentage points less than these meas .tr invtheesut an in t e least. ers' Confederation, also called for for-
was forecast in Deceniber. The econ- cre be mae to bu1 We'e in he fr the long pull. I don't eign-exchange controls to prevent new
omygrew8percent in 1981. goofthswmths." see anywhere near the situation we speculation against the peso.

The Government will ado a pr Au hadin9N.", At his news conference, Mr. Ibarra
gram "of the strictest possiblD fian- Friday, the was quoted at M dntaryDrNted ed rumors that exchange controls

-a~d %tyase ity n i peso to buy and X01I Pew toi selL might be imposed or that dollar ac-
reduce t budge approved by the Most bmnk maintained a SLW limit PreIdn Joe Lope Portino said counts in Mexican banks might be
Mexican Congress by 3 percent, Mr. pua of pesos by tdeabhc that a new flight of aWt - some frozen. "This will not happen," he
Ibarm said. "Priorities will be reor- Anong the AmericansMadc border bankers timated it at 430 milon a, said. "There will be free and unre-
dered, eut back and nones- dollar was ftchIng as much as 45 day - had threatened to exhaust the stricted convertability."
sentia i t ps ed in order to5pesosaccor gtorepdts hee. central bank's reserves. "In the Wadi. The finance minister said that peso
to minimize the public s eor's de- Mr. am saidthe P would ba- nessOf myomfot I thnght westill had interest rates-currently 38.8 percent
mawsontheeconomy," he said. led to float freely and wOud be ad- the 0"nUe of les than we for ope-year deposits - would be

in response to protests from opposi' justed daily to avoid becoming over. did In ," he sad r this reason, maintained at preset levels.



Mexico's Road to Trouble Is Coated With Oil
1Me1yAnoNIMo tularly known as Peex, required va reu stepha aq eeking eamo-j n

'p w ithe crude of t t n=it topfnnMc mu enkgy on were a hoetakess It coedtwaod h plants.,n results were ipeive. Proven by-* sre.A atwek's devaluatio cagtP a fhien.

aeerusnce, frpor1s per barrel when the worg Md f sr bares p whmad epr rf placeoil prices r kept low-
took frote Of Vaseuela'o rearnce on food imports, Nige- surpriNY dor e1 prcet annually, tVeneuelas reianc onThe unty asalon e grewby I pert and created fat as this overl zthrt n faster than the expsa.with forein goods and Saudi Arabia's t obsca . ee O r capcattye ga s Con cm tin c asSoa by foreign technicians. Theme Government of President Josn Lpez Portiuo mobe InM u a cit Ger npin peYat , lost fatefuny. ea also become ad suesitiv to the political pressures of what was then a sel- States and 00 percent gher than In r Wth UntEanpindence = Yexposd by the world era market, estabulshed a production caling of 2.7 milio erent hUL EarnnIt-plandm exports and boweg ws dy onougbe 1s2 ad an export unmit of 1.m- mehmuhnoreseabosdan mo YhM etilea.ad taustheapo= l,. .oem cost ed inls-of which no ne, then h. couldotoan-. -Mt, Worried abre . e ett e,

t...enowe excha.,ge oarkets and thee.eare.sah.,.he 
-w.fe b0..aftit 3per a it vaue.indigestion" of arcoieof eeus wae o cowm tfrdPxOUIMo

d el T stat monopoly, Petrolef. In tho thi cautious Oil policy was out of nowas "" price

_oa e a o-11110 00t~tianf within weesa,
Opartshad deppWdby 0are,..

DsperanIlDimgeurbeDebt
1k, li~~~~~as tem Meco Ssgreoveedis akaselling its . d at rao n tat* iq - atdV draen t Vsldan.n goliticale.In peldca % L4N altAKOug not a Memer of the Oilailsiofpetro

Pofwslsg~z~oaug E~lit Cwmftiesk -i &190 tanghnt~ A*lmis of i
PON6C1(Oomic toms the an.

PrNldel

"ena s ternte, the rapi d deterlorate or other
F '-or OOf e ex aned e $ U e uaemlm. tnt.

tcepa 

t

Expor price perm barreldfci rs t

tSr rOtiinn debt
With bi'. oenr ntillou.e t eave C o edW nthpervt ae of redon 8rnthS brllnon exnomre abradn

paoteddle Micgualde "-YB n 10ed1, th uisneag Majlutor fevahonul r a ys n
--

W w~Asleasebl GaR1110 trged to avoid

ExpIr. pric peroo barrel Longter prexternalofdrs crmeste oil4XmAn P-b

Source' Patteteos~~~~ ~Ocb Ito~ accepted a 'loweru~ee rateppe Ofe. ecwgogc~s.&wonoi
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Mexico s Financing Problems

Mexco7s
* Mounting

Public Debt 0ea~rnssassak
By AIAN RIDING In billions of dollars' o ae n at P en r'efinery,

:30 par of Maro'stateollinnneny.

MEXICO CITY, Dec. 23-'Ite sharp 20 the debt to $0.7 billion and, combined
deterioration In Mexico's financial - with a further $15 billion owed by the
situation this year has provoked con- private sector, plaeedMenieeewmper
flicting responses of delight and nerv.
ousness among foreign bankers who 10.
have ben helping to pay for this coun- Mr. Ibarra r estimated
try's oil-based economic boom. that Mexico's not foreign

There is hope that Mexico will now 0 next year would be about $11billion.
be obliged to pay increased interest on 'WI '70 '77 '70 'T '60 ' "'They're not at
its loans, becoming a more profitable Source: Bank of Mexico spreads of oni a pe over
market for foreign banks. But there Is the London or
also fear-thatuhe MLibor, the New York banker said.
beheeding forsaalejordevahAie. Recently, in fact, a $800 million

"People don't know whether to world oil prices began to soften last Euroloan managed by Chemical Bank
smile or to weep," said the representa- June. But the alarm bells only sounded was signed in London by a
tive of one large New York bank, who late in November, when the Finance State Development Bank a % a
asked that his name not be used. "The Minister, David Ibarra Mufnoz, an- point over Libor, the first c ip
Government is upbeat, the local busi- nounced an unprecedented $4.9 billion that Mexico is willing to increase bank
ness community is downbeat and increase in Mexico's public foreign margins.
bankers are just holding their breath.". debt during 1981. "Every year we ask ourselves if

In reality, question marks were first These credits, half of which were un-
raised over Mexico's accounts when announced short-term loans, raised Continued on Pap D4

A)1
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Petr6leos Medeanes, the stats ef mteopoly, has recedy recovred markbes t had loa after raising h. crude oil a-
port price above that of OPEC. lost, Finance Minister,David Ibarra Mudos.

Mexico's Financing Problems
Cadna edFrm Mrost .tiaess Page should soon level off at about 2.75 mil. 1976. In a matter of weeks. the pgo fell

thte wil eano H * to Von lion. Maic's Mrenoi~sa frun 1256to the dollar to arecord low
Mseves sta St 72 bnlmi a of n, later stabiliingat about 22 pesoseos een a.nd vveaeaw "txe ~~ h~p.afe rsdn fpas Prllo took of.seem toiv fd uangh," s .i , -Olr uainlksold ficainDecember 1976

-oechAe n a$blboo. out, e the following four yars~, r- th~ r---'W rm ~ o d? maioved to r- as Inflation eroded the real value of theduceso foreign peso, the Government wnervened inaflmY credit 7-g~ a "dirty float," leaving the techni-h eth
cally fre to fluctuate =glthe d&lDBntthe gnees doubling o the pr or the ost r but also taking steps to sustain the

wifor~ b at dartened Stte sbo nu nie hecntrhn
oticeably oe pat year. rsr W E

edr o npricsasg to lose Is perce to 20graatd axcas oOf Percent O t value through almostclintsfolowig ~.t~~ min~l'oamr lr ta year of the daily but, lt is ,unnoticed, mini.highntis Is idU.th a trttt Preident Jo@6 devaluations, the year with an
eant a loss of about 0 bidlio in an. U~pe- Portillo the Government has axchang rate of 30 I aXyear. anoced plan to hld ral pubc p

eg in tes. the econcmicb to at tf the dcLOcetrrerendl

agand tning what we have begu;a on e effect of td
IleveralC of WOh 5M risks which, thnai would be the ueed tomananihe

r~. raa Iin lly O sive t. W ProV*eendsslr. metitr aIse to h h

Un d.,... sue xe uons aeM n
hapun f the fourt nduty a .phe up~h todogesot, Ubr th cat Of mo d o aranty,

cam n to"r * c and byabd. bw embarked on expa. prgaan

,,, -.- nd e..ra w de,.e... e a.... .. s. a e

lead otha ttbi to a"t stoph i 'tomenalng ew
m Jj ach~f of t join mdg UI "te~e~MOrcx ants Would heAmerkcanreaestata. _oj akr danof2cr-

On the positive aide, ft ecum" offanewllghtof capital. untder."
has grown for the fourth sutccssve 'Vf,~raly speed uthfla. In theCU curr kood of moftintyya.at about 8 1peosm in ML61 whil they A awith t"U. an tie, neither thbli nor thsetremillion new jobs hae" beow American bank Mereottv Sa1M. can petto fled

crete snce166,fue~n d~ fr rged "bust theyre tkig a petbankers waiting for th wih pefood and manufactored prfoducts. rsSeplog uncertainty Poul chboo as they didCbrey12In reen onthsPetilenaMexica- quickly turn int &aiIc. an=hvd iothao
has orPeaxbte saeol oooy soen run out ofmoe and be focdto m!=sgon tobe an interesting wse.e hasls reerd temarkes ftles devalue. But theyat least think ty Ut match," sald sfm neo

bensummer, Oil e=et are Wp candolt" week analyst windc= 01o
Lfpuabitetsrgof~ millidabar, The dominatlngspctew i a rs, ti quoted by nae, --as bankers ame

relada, hil ittl proiecgir tioremthlarelealatoo ilkg going to play hawd to gtwihan e"S________________________________________________to mkin mee mney bu Mexico's
Finnet nst ofias also know
the benk have no cice but to lend to
Mexico andi they'resin to hold out

fortlnsreads.".


